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.HE PRINCETE
IN KENTUCKY TO
T WEEKLY NEW
GRANTED ASSOCIATED PRESS FRANCHISE

lume 74

ADER

The Smallest Item And The Biggest Bargain
In Your Family Budget Is...The Leader

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, March 28, 1946

ew State Laws
enetit County
umerous Benefits Will
esult From Legislation
t Recent Session Of
neral Assembly

Princeton Gives
City's Key To Elks'
Chief Here Tuesday

•
Sen. Roy McDonald
Is Kiwanis Speaker
Senator Roy McDonald,
Cadiz, was guest speaker at
Wednesday's Kiwanis Club
meeting, discussing highlights of the legislative ses'sion which ended last week.
He enumerated new laws
which, he said, should be
beneficial to the people of
this community and asked
the Kiwanians to vote for a
new State constitution, in
1947.

Woman's Club Asks
$1,000 For Cancer
Control Research

Number 39

GROMYKO DISCUSSES IRAN AT UNO MEETING

Annual Campaign To
Fight Nation's No. 1
Peace Time Enemy Begins Here April 1

Owner Will Give
Land Needed For
City Sewer Plant
Plans Made To Spend
$128,000 On Water
And Sewage Treatment
Facilities, Mayor Says

More than 175,000 persons will
The committee having in
die of cancer in this country
charge acquisition of additional
this year, says the American
land for anticipated sewage citeCancer Society, in launching its
posal plant improvements reannual financial campaign to
West Kentucky Lodges 1
ported at Monday's Council
fight this worst of all diseaties,
Send Delegations To
meeting the owner of the land,
Murray Enrolment Up
Mrs. F. K. Wylie, county chairHonor Grand Exalted
Richard Ratliff, had expressed
man, said this week. The cam91 Percent This Spring
a desire to donate it to the City,
paign begins April 1, and CaldRuler Kepner
, Murray, March 26—Representand requested the land be surwell county's allotment of the
Princeton opened her gates
an increase of 91 percent
veyed, the deed written and
wide and gave the key to the over the registration a year ago, $12 million national fund is
Andrei Gromyko (seated at table, left)..Soviet delegate to the UNO Seeurity Council, tells forwarded to him
for his signacity to Wade H. Kepner, Wheel- 720 students have enrolled at $1,000.
rhe council there is no need to place the Iranian case on the agenda because it has
been settled ture, as he wanted to make the
The drive here is sponsored
ing, W. Va., grand exalted ruler Spring quarter. This does not
by agreement between Moscow and Tehran. At table (left to right) are Gromyko,
Sir Alexander donation as a well-wisher of his
by the Woman's Club, as in the
of Elkdom, Tuesday and the lo- Murray State College for the
Cadogan, United Kingdom representative; Edward R. Stettinius, United States representativ
last several years, with Mese; and home town.
cal lodge held carnival from include more than 300 in the
James F. Byrnes, U. S. secretary of state. (AP Wirephoto)
The committee was instructed
dames Harold Wilson, Hugh
3 o'clock In the afternoon until Training School.
to comply with Mr. Ratliff.
Skees, Alvin Lisanby, J. J. Roslate at night honoring the man
request. The survey, made by
enthal, Jack P'Pool and Gwenwho is the leader of 800,000
Black and Veatch for the City
dolyn Baker, Fredonia, on the
members of the B.P.O.E.
in 1944, recommended acquiring
committee with Mrs. Wylie.
A welcoming committee com1 112 additional acres for proposed
A house to house canvass of
other new law makes "pis- prised of Mayor W. L. Cash,
post-war improvements, an ofthe town will be made, Mrs.
totin— a felony in Kentuc- Clyde Kercheval, Billie T. Greshficial said.
Wylie said, and booths will take
and provides a prison term am, Merle Drain, Philip StevMayor Cash reported having
donations in the two banks and
Cast Being Selected
om 2 to 5 years as penalty. ens and Hillery Barnett met Mr.
furnished plans to the Federal
the
courthouse,
members
of
the
For Musical Comedy
Both Band And Glee
e new law which provides Kepner and Al Schields, CovWorks Agency calling for an
Caldwell county's Red Cross against a quota of $1500. Last
Women's Club in charge.
the State shall pay half ington, president of the State
Set For April 4 & 5
Club Awarded Superior expenditure of approximately
The American Cancer Society campaign is $800 short of the year these communities gave
cost of county elections, up Elks Association, on N. Jeffer$128,000 for water softening and
quota with only four days to go, $2600.
"Pep Parade", a 3-act comedy, says:
Rating; Soloists Per0 a precinct, will relieve the son street and, with Butler's Band will be presented at Butler High
filteration and sewage treatment
"The cancer death toll in the Chairman George Eldred said
Crossroads chairman, M r s.
form Well
plant improvement.
ty treasury of considerable leading the way, marched to auditorium here Thursday and United States has increased more Wednesday appealing to gener- Shell Hunsaker, who was
getHe said the report was based
Princeton's Butler Band won
floe.
the south side of the courthouse, Friday nights, April 4 and 5, than 22% in the last 10 years. ous citizens to come forward ting little response in her cornual savings of several where Mayor Cash deliveied a sponsored by the local Ameri- In 1936, there were 142,613 can- with donations, if they have not munity, appealed to the Friend- superior as a unit and mem- on the 1944 Black and Veatch
took
ds of dollars will come welcoming address. Mr. Kepner can Legion post, with an all- cer deaths as compared to the already done so, to prevent this ship Homemakers and they bers
six superior survey, and was in response to
ratings as soloists, five ex- a communication from District
farmers of Caldwell county replied briefly and the parade local cast, it was announced this 175,000 which will occur this community failing to meet its donated a quilt, which was
sold
quota for the first time.
ugh refunds of gasoline taxes moved on to the Elks home, week. Mrs. Willie Larkin, presi- year.
for $20 and proceeds given to cellents and five good, including Engineer Raymond L. Pike, of
Fredonia, Seth Wiggington that community's Red Cross fund, ensembles, and one fair rating, the Federal Works Agency, who
on purchase of motor fuel where an informal reception be- dent of the Legion Auxiliary, is
"Cancer killed 607.000 Ameriin the annual District Spring desired the information for the
in farm vehicles and in gan.
helping with promotion of this cans from Pearl Harbor to V-J chairman, reported $220 Wed- Mr. Eldred said.
Day—more than twice as many nesday, Mr. Eldred said, and
onary engines used on farms.
A banquet, served by the Pip- show.
In March, the local Red Cross Musical Festival at Madisonville purpose of reporting to Congress
the volume of public works proe law which makes it pos- ers of the Methodist Church, was
Miss Opal Rest, representini as were slain by the Germans collections being taken this week chapter has handled 75 local last Friday.
Superior ratings were awarded posed by local governmental
from audiences at the Capitol cases, more than half of which
for rural school districts served at 6:30 to visiting Elks a Kansas City producing con- and Japs.
"We can face these facts with Theater are expected to total were for service men, Mrs. Tom to Rose Marilyn Beck, alto clari- units in Kentucky.
tax property up to $1.50 on and officers of the local lodge cern, is here to do th. profesThe report of the 1945 City
$100 is expected to be of with Clyde Kercheval presiding, sional work and a cast has been hope, however. We know that another $150 by Sunday night, Cash, in charge of the home net; Kenneth Prescott, twirling;
greatest benefit to the coun- after which Mr. Kepner deliver- partially selected, with rehear- when detected in time, cancer final day of the drive. This will service office here stated. This Jimmy Clayton, trombone; Rose audit of Mrs. Vera G. Bannister
can be cured in a large propor- leave the county a little more is the largest single month's Mitchell Randolph, snare drum; was read, showing receipts of
rural schools, the previous ed a stirring address to approxi- sals under way nightly.
than $800 short of its $5952 load the Red Cross ever handled Jo Ann Pickering, flute, and the City treasury for the year
t of 75 cents having beg- mately 300 members of the order
Two hours of tuneful and tion of the cases.
totaled $53.874.96. The audit
"The American Cancer Society quota for this year, Mr. Eldred here, Mr. Eldred said, showing Jerald Winters, cornet.
the county educational sys- in the clubrooms. This was fol. laughable amusement are promRating excellent were Nancy showed uncollected water achere, as in many other coun- lowed by a buffet supper, with ised patrons, with proceeds go- has a program to press a compre- said. County communities thus the need for augmented funds
Groom, piano; Jimmy O'Hara, counts totaled $1,971.68.
far have reported $800 donated, through the current drive.
of the State, it is alleged. barbecue and country ham.
ing to the Legion and the Le- hensive and relentless attack.
The license fee for telling
alto saxaphone; Richard Gregagainst cancer upon all three
teachers will benefit maElks lodges of Louisville, gion Auxiliary.
ory, snare drum; Billy Don fortunes in Princeton was fixed
fronts—through education, ser- Caldwell Men Buy
y by changes in the teach- Owensboro, Madisonville, HenCast of characters:
Bridges, clarinet, and Kenneth at $1,000 a year or $50 a week
vice and research.
Hereforfls At Lovell
retirement law and the new derson, Paducah, Hopkinsville
Augusta Peck: "Gussie", a
by an ordinance unanizriousli
Prescott, cornet.
"Through
education,
the
So1 per capita, $24 instead of and Fulton were represented by domineering wife, Mrs. Frank
Sale Tuesday, Mar. 26
Ratings of "good" were award- adopted by the Council.
7 as at present, will add delegations. Mayor Glenn Lov- Craig; HenrY Peck: "Hen", her ciety hopes to make Americ
ed David Alexander, French
everywhere conscious of the dan- "Wylie Jones, Dr. B. L. Keeney,
erably to the schools' oper- er and former Mayor Fred Weir, husband, Harry Long; Judy Peck:
horn; Connie Brasher, bassoon;
ger signals of cancer and the J. R. Yates and C. A. Wilson,
Permits
Must
From
Get
budget here.
both of Owensboro, were among Their lovely daughter, Mrs.
Jimmy Ladd, tenor saxaphone;
fact that cancer, if detected and of this county, were purchasers
new law which holds much visiting notables present.
James E. McLean; Tommy MeaPlants,
Suppry
Bulk
Sammy Thomas, baritone; Sue
treated early enough can be of fine Hereford cattle at the
est for farmers is that which
dows: Judy's heart-interest, PhilFarmer, piano; and the ensemble,
cured on the basis of present annual sale of U. L. Lovell and
Informatio
n
ides for the University of
lip Johnston; Aunt Hattie: A knowledge
alone in from 30% Sons, Henshaw, Tuesday. Others
Application forms for gasoline brass quartet composed of Jerald
tacky to establish and mainwealthy widow, crazy about forWinters, Jimmy Franklin, Jimmy
from this community who at(Please turn to page 4)
refund permits are now available
City School Will Be
a research bureau for artitune-tellers, Audie Green; MaClayton and Harold Creekmur.
tended the sale included Clyde
farmers
to
through
bulk
plant
dame De La Clair: A phony
insemination of livestock,
Dismissed Three Days,
Harold Creekmtar was given a
T. Jones, Billy Jones, Miss Melted to be the means of
French medium—in reality, Lizville Young, Mrs. Eunice Young, agents here, County Agent J. F. fair rating for trombone.
April
10, 11 And 12
espre ad improvement of
zie Glotz, Mrs. Bart Griffith;
Butler's band placed third in
Mrs. Mary Cantrill, Bernard Graham said today.
The first full-scale convention
of farm animals, especi- Blackburn Urges Greater Keith Trevelyan: A fortuneJones, C. E. George, H. J. WatMr. Graham explained that the district, with Madisonville
of the Kentucky Education Ascattle, throughout Kentucky.
hunter and Mama's choice for
Moral, Financial Supson, Jimmie Wallace, Floyd T. under provisions of a recently first and Henderson second.
sociation since the war is
dwell county's sheriff, Otho
Jucly, H. S. Ogletree; Hortense
The
Butler
Glee
Club
won
a
Dunbar,
J.
F. Graham, Paul enacted law farmers are entitled
port Of Education
Dyche Says Kentucky
ery, will benefit by a new
Yohnson: The Sweed
superior rating as a unit, two scheduled to be held in Louismaid,
Martin, R. L. Beck, Charles WadEdw. F. Blackburn, presito a refund of 90 percent of the other superior ratings, four exSystem Has First Chance lington,
which provides that his of"Looking for a sveethort", Virville April 10-12, it has been
Dr.
F.
T.
Linton,
Dr.
dent-elect
of
Rotary
the
Club, ginia McCaslin;
tax paid on gasoline purchases cellent ratings and two
may receive 4 percent in
Poseola Ticketts: To Develop
good announced by W. P. King, exeand Mrs. L E. Nichols, Ray
delivered an impassioned plea
when
gasoline
the
is
used
to
county for collecting school
The Negro cook, afraid of forDirector Russell Dyche, of the Martin, Claude B. Wood and propel stationary engines and ratings.
cutive secretary.
. The sheriff formerly 'got for greater moral and financial tune-tellers, Mrs. J. W. Myers;
Superior awards went to the
Kentucky Division of Parks, and Loyd Wadlington.
support
of
county's
Supt. C. A. Horn said Wednesthe
"faltertractors for agricultural purpose mixed quartette, composed
rcent for this.
Dr. Dora Druggins: A muscular T. L. Rose, of
of
the State Departing
educational system," at
day
that
among Princeton
off the highway.
"lady" osteopath, Ruth Lytle.
Lou
Russell,
Nell
Sue
Farmer,
ment of Conservation, visited
Tuesday night's meeting of the
school teachers planning to atHe said the State Department Jimmy Clayton
Vanderbilt
Student
To
Fill
and Phil John- tend
Princeton this morning on a tour
club.
the meet are Pamelia
'dwell Homemakers
advised that the first require- ston; and Clara White,
Mezzo Gordon,
of western Kentucky State parks. Christian Church Pulpit
He said the schools are receiv- Penney Store Window
Mrs. H. W. Blades, Jr.,
ment
apply
is
to
and
be
issued
a
ining School Scheduled ing "less support from taxation
soprano.
Excellent
awards
went
Rev. Connie Burcham, Vander- refund permit before purchase
Mr. Dyche said he expected
Russell Goodaker, Mrs. Frank
the
to
girls'
trio,
Boosts
composed
of
Army
Recruiting
Dorothy Threlkeld, Ex- in these boom days than they
Gov. S. S. Willis to sign the bilt student in the School of of the gasoline. Therefore, every
Craig, Virginia Hodge, Gladys
Jeanette Talley, Charlotte Pool
ion clothing specialist
To aid the Army's recruiting new State budget bill as it is, Religion, and a graduate of farmer
of the did at the depth of the depresKnott, Martha Shultz, Mrs. Mceligible
refund
for
should
and Clemma Joyce Keeney;
ge of Agriculture and
Kee Thomson, Robert Lee Beck.
Home sion, in 1932, because of continu- efforts in Princeton, the J. C. so far as the parks' program is Lynchburg, Va., College, will file application for a permit, so
Jeanette Tally, mezzo-soprano;
amiss, will be the
fill the pulpit at the First that when the law becomes
Beulah Mullens, K. V. Bryant,
instruc- ed reduction in property assess- Penney store, Merle Drain, concerned. '
efJane
Hogan,
at a training meeting
soprano
first
and
manager,
has
given over its big
This will permit development Christian Church here Sunday fective May 20 he will have his
Lucille Armstrong, H. J. Watson,
for ments," and said this county is
Nell
Lou
Russell,
first
soprano.
g leaders scheduled
Mrs. Henry Lester, Eliza Nall,
here well below the State average in central display window to a of the new State park near morning. There wil. be no night permit and be in a position to
Sue Farmer, contralto, and
esday, April 3. Leaders all aspects
'Charles Curry, Audie Green,
of education as a showing about the Army's new Eggner's Ferry, in the Kentucky service, J. F. Graham, board file for the tax return.
Jerald Winters, baritone, won
benefits for recruits to the regu- Lake area, on a large scale.
community Homemakers' result.
chairman, said.
Eloise
Jones. Superintendent
Mr. Graham said bulk plant
"good" ratings.
will meet at the annex of
TVA has agreed to give title to
Horn will also attend.
"Crime rates increase and de- lar army. Prominent in the disagents will assist their customers
Central Presbyterian Church
play
are
a
Bible and a copy of the land for this park as soon
Princeton schools will be discrease directly with education.
Capt. George Hawkins, Jr. in filling out applications for restudy clothing construction
missed three days, Wednesday,
In a land of so-called equal op- Hitler's Mein Kamph, with a as the Division obtains the
fund permits but that farmers Accepts Job In Bank
Awarded Bronze Star
ods. The meeting will be
Miss Vida Jones has replaced Thursday and Friday, April 10,
portunity, Caldwell county card reading: "No room for both money for the development, in
must provide certain essential
fifth in a series of
Capt. George E. Hawkins, Jr., information.
Siccordanoe with specifications
Mrs. Dudley Smith, resigned, as 11 and 12, during the KEA sessix demon- spends only $52 a year to edu- on the Earth."
'ons for Homemakers'
set up by the federal agency son of Mr. and Mrs. George
clubs cate our youth while the average
The make, motor number, an employe in the First National sions, Mr. Horn announced.
e county this
and Mr. Dyche, the latter said. Hawkins, of the Eddy Creek horsepower and year model of Bank.
year.
for New Tork state is $179 a May 5 To Be Annual
Development of a State-wide community, has received the each tractor and stationary enMr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
year.
Sunday School Day
park system has been made pos- Bronze Star Medal for merit- gine for which gasoline is to be
Miss Gladys McCoy, Evansville, and Mrs. William Rice spent
"In many foreign countries,
Girls To Meet
From headquarters in Louis- sible for the first time in Ken- orious service in action during used must be entered
high national income was shown
on the ap- visited friends here last weekend. last Thursday in Nashville.
rday, March 30
ville, the Kentucky Sunday tucky's history by the appro- the period November, 1944 to plication form. Such information
to be a direct result of education
Caldwell county girls en- and had little bearing on natural School Association announces priation of $900,000 for the next April, 1945, in the campaign of must be provided the bulk plant
that Sunday, May 5, will be ob- biennium, Mr. Dyche said. He North Burma. Captain Hawkins before the application can be
• in 4-H clothing
work resources."
served as Go-To-Sunday-School expects Kentucky to reap a rich is on terminal leave and is em- completed.
been invited to attend
The speaker said that the
a
Day in Kentucky.
g project meeting to
harvest of tourist dollars this ployed as vocational agriculture
be present trend in Kentucky is for
Inaugurated 32 years ago, by year.
teacher at Glendale High School.
Saturday afternoon, March many of the State's best, citizens
Princeton Soldier Gets
offices and residence at 210 W.
To Practice Medicine
the late Dr. George A. Joplin,
the county courtroom.
Se- to seek more progressive and
Away From Leavenworth
Main street, the announcement
a of patterns
observance
of this day has beand materials prosperous oPportunities in other
Old
In
Home
Mayfield
Town
Radio Station
Stevens To Take Over
Fort Leavenworth, Kas., March
states.
be discussed. Garments
come a part of the regular prowill states.
25-01—Escape of Charles E.
Dr. Cash was graduated from •
Seeking F.C.C. Permit
red on construction
gram of the Kentucky Sunday Dyer Insurance Agency
points.
Butler High School with the
School Association.
Washington, March 29-01— Chambliss, 21, from the Fort
les made by 4-H Club
Announcement is made in this
Leavenworth disciplinary barClass of 1932, as valedictorian.
hers will be shown.
Band To Present Its
Its purpose is to focus atten- issue of The Leader of the re- The Mayfield Broadcasting Comracks
was reported by Army
He was graduated with a bachepany,
the
on
Sunday school, tirement from bussiness of DarInc., Mayfield, Ky., Tuestion
Spring Concert April 26 emphasizing
public relations officers here tolor of arts degree, Magna Cum
its importance in ius Dyer, for the last 34 years day asked the Federal CommuniButler High School Band will the development
day. They said his mother, Mrs.
Laude, Vanderbilt University, in
Nylons For
of Christian owner and operator of the Dyer cations Commission for authority
Leonard
Hopper, resides at
present its annual Spring Con- character, and to encourage
1936, and in his senior year was
Insurance Agency on East Court to operate a new radio station
Subscriptions
Princeton, Ky. Chambliss fled
cert at the school auditorium Sunday schools of the State to Square.
elected to Omicron Delta Kappa,
on.
1050
kilocycles
250
and
Mr.
watts
Dyer states he has
ton stores have no
after having been working as a
Friday night, AprU 26, at 7:30 participate in this united effort sold
national honor society, and listthe business to the Stevens of power during daytime hours.
this Iveek .. . but
member of an honor gang, ofo'clock, it was announced Tues- to increase attendance and en- Insurance
ed in Who's Who in American
effective
Agency,
Leader still has some
ficers said.
Universities.
day by K. V. Bryant, director. rollment.
April 1. The agency will be University Of Kentucky Has
tefer,
The public is invited.
He wea..greduninci al-40
operated
4"
by—
Robert
Stevens,
Quarter
4;e89
F•116-6111911111r
two ,hew silNe14
441
_,
.34.
••
Votd-OAMI•e
ssigation4I
•
sauw--.
JO;
G7S—picriiit
sity, School of Medicine, 1940
sparser to our ofFredonian• Discharged
B. D. Nesbit, veterans' repreman, veteran of World War II at Lexington, began its Spring
for persons living in
and then did interne work at
Vernell U. Hunter, coxswain, Has 7 Battle Stars
and a member of one of this quarter Wednesday with the sentative for the American Legceton or Caldwell
Charity Hospital of Louisiana,
COMORoute 2, and Willard R. Tabor, William G. Spickard, coxswain, county's best known famines.
largest enrolment in its history. ion, will be at the courthouse
end We will
New Orleans, 1940-1941. He volissue you a
MOM3c, Fredonia, were dis- son of Mrs. W. P. Spickard,
The total was between 3900 and Thursday, April 4, for the purte good for one pair
unteered for active duty in the
pose
assisting
of
disabled
charged from the naval service Dawson Road, has been dischar- Clyde Meadows is
veter4000, Dean Isyo F. Chamberlain
'Coate, first quality,
U. S. Army in June, 1941, and
ans and their dependents.
at Great Lakes, Ill. last week.
said.
ged from the Navy at the Per- Temporary I. C. Agent
'
fashioned Nylons. You
was commissioned a first lieusonnel Training Center, MemJ.
Clyde
Dawson
Meadows,
get Your proper size inttenant in the Medical Corps. He
Shriners' Meeting phis, Tenn. He has spent 82 Springs, brother of C. B. Mea- Trains In Texas
Attends
Returns'
To Murphy Store
telY at Finkel's Fair
sailed for the Philppines, JanG. W. Towery left Tuesday months in the navy, 27 of which dows, is on temporary assign- Pvt. John E. Moss, le, son of "
Dr. Ralph L. task
111irs. Jessie Williamson has re• This offer will Lle
uary, 1941, with the America!
Kans.,
Pacific
area,
spent
the
in
was
ment here as an Illinois agent. Mrs. A. R Mess, W. Main street, sumed her position with the
for Witchits.
Formal announcement of his Division, under Gen. Alexander.
in the near towhere he is attending a Shriner's and participated in seven major He is relieving 1. R. Langley, Is in training at the AAF Mili- Lillie F. Murphy Store after return to practice medicine here
Di. Patch, but orders were
will return battles, four invasions and re- :who is filling •
conventien.
votaiscy tary Training Center, San An- residing in Paducah with her were mailed this week by Dr. ed and he went into the
batt/e
stars.
seven
*mei
at
rt.
Knox.
Ralph L. Cash. Re will have his
son the last several months,
,
.
tonio* YU.
(Please turn to page four)
inceton and Caldwell county
• eats will benefit materially
suit of several bills passed
the session of the General
mbly which was concluded
week, survey of measures
ady signed into law by Gov.
. Willis disclosed this week.
ost important of all the sucthe
1 legislation, from
point of many, wa.s the law
ch provides that citizens may
for a constitutional convenat the general election of
50-year-old
7. Kentucky's
titution is outmoded, these
•nents of change state, and
es progress difficult in the

County's Red Cross Fund Butler Musicians
Win High Honors
$800 Short With End
Of Campaign At.Hand In District Meet

Legion Sponsoring
Home Talent Show

Farmers Advised
On Gas Refunds-

Rotarians Hear
Plea For Schools

Teachers Prepare
For KEA Session

Real State-Wide
Park Plan Seen

Dr. Ralph L. Cash In Practice
Here After Long War Service

• 04.

•••• '1411
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Washington Daybook

sly
Let's Face Facts Courageou
this owner's own admission "not

1

ing to
Perjury, the young man said.
enough", but, he said, "it is taxed
And, no matter whether unintentional, nearly
than that of my next door neighthat's what a large majority of those of higher
has a much better house". And
who
bor,
us who are taxpayers in Princeton have
goes.
, been guilty of in listing our belongings so it
charged by more than one citizen
is
It
takers.
ent
assessm
City's
with the
of considerable property still
It is doubtful whether one of 100 per- that owners
to "lump" all their real
ed
permitt
sons reads the printed form the assess- are
s, with the amount
purpose
tax
for
estate
along
ment taker puts down before him
collects falling to
City
be upon which the
about this time each year. He should
of its actual
percent
20
or
15
as
low
has
required to do so. The citizen approac
at the time, has the feeling value.
4 ed, busy
We are in a period of inflation. False
that he wants to escape lightly and, findespecially for real estate, are the
values,
ve,
responsi
, ing the City's worker usually
r order of the day. In arriving at any fair
he lists what he thinks the tax collecto
basis of taxing the real property in
knows he owns as low as possible.
on today, it would perhaps be
It never occurs apparently to a large Princet
to go back to a year before
proper
only
majority of citizens that they are breakpostwar pressure for homes became so
ing any law or signing their names to
acate. But some method should be dea false statement, merely to save a few
vised to place all taxpaying citizens upon
each
in
paltry dollars . . . few and paltry
equal and fair basis, so that citizens
Individual instance, but running into a an
not violate the law and stultify their
will
te.
very considerable sum in the aggrega
consciences because neighbors' houses
The blase realist thinks every man has
are listed lower than their own.
his price; i.e. he will smother his conIf the present tax rate should produce
tempt
to
science if the reward is enough
more revenue and make too burdensome
him to do such evil. There are two
load for property owners if all paid
the
schools of thought about this; and withfairly, this should be adjusted so as to
out doubt, there are men and women
have the City take in what it needs for
who, holding to high ideals, will not sell
expenses, retirement of its debts
running
name
good
their peace of mind and their
and proper planning for the future.
for any price.
We think the gentlemen who presently
long
But the fact remains that, due to
occupy the offices at City Hall would like
practice here, very few citizens are mindto do their sworn duty well; and we have
ed to comply with the law when it comes
had abundant evidence of Mayor Cash's
y
propert
their
to putting a fair value on
rea- fixed determination to operate the City's
for purposes of taxation. Principal
business as well as possible with the
there
son for this, as we see it, is that
revenues at hand. But this is not enough;
exists here such wide difference in taxes
the services our citizens deserve and
some citizens pay as compared with the for
entitled to are not being rendered
are
with.
charged
tax burden others are
nce with our needs or the
accorda
For example, we are told a home at in
our community.
of
growth
changed
the edge of Princeton recently
are not, in our opinion,
words
Rude
listed
is
it
yet
$6,000,
hands at a price of
of inviting cooperation
means
the
often
wn
on the tax books at $900! A downto
among men, but somefeeling
good
and
per
$4,000
yields
business building which
shock of cold water
the
require
we
times
annum in revenue for its owner is assessdeep sleep; and it
from
us
awaken
to
builded at only $8,000. Another large
the words of
perhaps
that
seems to us
ing, well located in the business district
courageous
and
tious
conscien
ardent,
the
and worth easily, $15,000 on today's mar"perjury" in
shouted
who
citizen
young
$3,500.
ket, is in for taxes at
the Council meeting last week may have
One good citizen told us this week his
come as a needed incentive to a change
$1100
at
home was listed for City taxes
outmoded and unfair methods of dowhen he bought it and that he voluntarily in
business at City Hall.
ing
raised it to $1500 ... which is, accord-
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Pennyrile Postscripts

By G. M. P.

By Jack Stinnett
Washington — The "heavy
the
heavy" that hangs over
industry
head of the aviation
there
today is the same that was
war28 years ago—surplus of
produced planes and motors.
In the field of military aviamore
tion, this is probably a far
serious problem than it was
then. Military aviation at the
end of the war was undergoing
a change as drastic as from the
hand grenade to the atomic
bomb.
Chairman Elbert Thomas (D.Utati), of the Senate Military
Affairs committee, in a recent
signed article in The American
Magazine, said "the Germans'
air weapons were ahead of ours
at the start of the war and far
ahead at its end. We won the
air war with muscle—not mind.
We smothered them with the
sheer weight of our planes."
Senator Thomas is pleading
for civilian control of airplane
development, or rather air defense, including all weapons that
are flown through the skies.
There is no need to get into that
argument to cite chapter and
verse on what is happening to
our military plane production
and development.
It's practically nil. Unless present schedules are changed Great
Britian will produce twice as
many military planes as we in
1948; Australia, with about onetenth our population, will pro-

and Russia
duce half as many;
but Stalin
what,
knows
goodness
won't be
it
has promised that
just a few.
n of the
E. E. Wilson, chairma
Association
Aircraft Industries
the other
of America, declared
durproduced
planes
day: "The
obsolete
ing the war are now
rests
and national security now
developed in
on the new types
recent months."
Contrast that statement with
airplane enthis fact: Of the 23
two
gines turned out in January,
none
were experimental—and
turbine
was of the jet or gas
propulsion type.
the
There isn't very much on
out
record yet to indicate a way
exof this situation. Laboratory
perimentation in the United
States is not at a standstilL
ntal
The production of experime
But
is.
motors
and
planes
more importantly for
even

the progress of aviation, the war
time surplus bugaboo ggi her
again. Only two companies
produced war planes in Woe
War I survived the Twerm.
and 'Thirties to produce pl,„
for World War II.
Thanks to the Contract Ter
mination Act of 1944 Brad
teamwork planning and ad '
istration of military and civi '
involved, the aviation hid
is far better off comparativ
than it was after World Wart
The air coordinating co
tee, with representatives
the Army, Navy, and Conune
departments, and the Civil Aer
nautics Administration, has
out a production program of
000 military planes a year
conditions of absolute w
peace (about twice that
under existing troublous c
tions).
Thome are the facts, as
pared by industry and go,
ment exeprts. The rest is up
Congress.

Greed and fear have caused the human
race untold suffering since the beginning
of time. Most wars can be traced either
to greed for the goods and lands of others
or fear of such greed.
Today in our nation greed and fear
are the greatest threats to our wellbeing—greed for more profits through
higher prices and the fear that this will
cause inflation.
Fear of inflation is the forerunner of
inflation itself. Fear of higher prices
leads to hoarding of goods and the desire
for higher profits leads the greedy to
hold goods for higher prices.
The woman who boasted the other day
that she had stood in line until she had
accumulated nine pairs of nylons was
helping to create an artificial shortage
by her greed. When you buy more than
your share of any goods which is in short
supply you are helping to create a situation that encourages inflation by putting
more pressure on ceiling prices.
When supplies are short many merchants place orders with their suppliers
for larger amounts of merchandise than
they need. This creates an artificial demend. In 1919 and 1920 this same thing
happened, and when suppliers began to
ship back orders a lot of merchants found
their warehouses filled with low quality,
high priced goods. Then the boom burst
and 106,000 merchants went bankrupt in
a matter of months. It was fear and
greed that caused many of these failures.

OTHER EDITORS SAY

.1
iritifilig my store ,..nyht it my
ciatomisti• Aosta'

.. . for the
Do you know what real men forefathers ran it
.. .
1114r
demands of this modern day
are made of?
1
tront.
r"
are very different. The town
I ask you, sisters, brothers;
•••
•
to
.;17•11.;;,
continue
will
n,
grow
has
..........
get
they
They're made of what
grow; and we very much need
(AP Neweeatures)
from themselves,
....
Not what they get from others. to keep pace with this growth
York—If mousetraps are
New
more
come
progress
.(FFP, Somerset Commonweath) and to make
priced at two for 15 cents, and
speedily, instead of against
__
* * *
WA
••••
one, you pay
only
want
you
every handicap of another and
Mary Wilson Eldred and two
eight cents for it.
byegone era.
Princeton policemen helped a
If your local transit system
* * *
British war bride who alighted
charges 15 cents for two rides,
we
It would be a good idea,
from a train here one day last
have to buy tokens. The
of you
week looking like ithe badly think, to set up a new system
get lost, mixed up with
tokens
n. In
needed a friend, to continue her levying taxes in Princeto
the rest of your change, and
The telephone is more than convenient communicajourney to her husband "19 another town where I lived end up in slot machines by
done
was
this
ago
years
some
tion. It is•means of doing business, a way for the
miles from Kee-diz," she said.
mistake.
and
The forlorn little lady got a . . . everybody was happy
Dr. J. Rice Gibbs, New York
merchant to put his store in his customers' homes.
ride on a truck, the local Samari- the city took in more money.
dentist, has put his teeth into
In serving business, the Telephone Company
* * *
tans promoting the lift.
this odd change problem and
An outside firm was hired to come up with an idea for a new
* * *
accepts a great responsibility—the obligation to
Rev. J. G. Cothran, former supervise re-assessment of every coin worth seven and a half
meet every need of the business man who depends
pastor of the First Baptist Church piece of real estate in town. cents. Gibbs, an elderly genial
on the telephone.
here, will do the preaching for These men called all the real spare-time inventor, was instirthey
and
together
agents
estate
the
at
1,
Nest
of
April
because
ally
begin
to
ed specifici
a revival
With the Company—as with the corner drug
Versailles Baptist Church, con- agreed upon a fair evaluation of York's current subway fare disstore--earnings are vital to continued success. And
tinuing two weeks, The Wood- one piece of property in each pute.
other
every
valued
then
because the telephone has become a part of everyThe fare is five cents. There's
ford Sun said last week. Many block,
of us miss this fine citizen, who piece of property in that block a movement to raise it to make
day life, telephone earnings are a subject of imleft us some time since to help in comparison with the first.
up an operating deficit. Seven
portance to all.
* * *
for
raise a big Baptist fund
and a half cents per ride would
1
and
In 1945, telephone earnings were the lowest in
n.
believes,
Gibbs
educatio
This placed a fair value on do the trick,
* * *
At the present time only sugar is raevery piece of property in town. would save the subway riders
the past 23 years. For 1946, the outlook is for even
Pennyriler admires the Jay- As a result, all taxpayers were some $80.000,000 a year which
tioned officially, but we should ration ourlower earnings. In keeping with the general trend
has great hopes for them assessed upon the same basis, they would pay out if the fare
cees,
supply.
in
short
are
that
items
on
selves
and all paid fairly, nobody kicked were raised to ten cents.
town
the
of
s
as
improver
out the country, wages have recently been
through
a
at
Sales and employment are holding
the whole community. Also, as (much), and the city treasury
The proposed coin would be
begins
d. The cost of everything else going into
supply
increase
when
but
high rate now
editor of The Leader and a voice very considerably profited. This just between a nickel and a
the furnishing of telephone service is also climbing.
to catch ,ip with demand your buying crying in the wilderness 61 com- town is now one of the best in quarter in size. On one side, the
power will be needed to keep trade mov- placency which is Princeton, I the State, among Kentucky's dentist proposes a reproduction
Adequate earnings are a basic necessity to the
welcome these young crusaders most progressive cities, and its of AP photographer Joe Rosening along.
n way of life. Earnings must be sufficient
America
a cause I have been trying, citizens have just reason for thal's famous Iwo Jima picture.
To keep employment high we will need in
without much success, to for- their pride in the place they The reverse side would bear the
to enable industry to maintain high standards of
sustained buying power, and there is one ward for some 8 years.
2 in large numerals—
/
figure 71
live.
service and to attract capital for expansion. As for
*
*
*
thing you can hoard now that will furnish
* * .*large enough for blind persons
the Telephone Company, they are indispensable if
When a newspaper editor atthat buying power — Victory Bonds.
It is as simple as that; and to feel, Gibbs points out.
desirable
out
the full usefulness of the telephone in carrying on
At the moment the dentist is
Money put into Victory Bonds today will tempts to point
Princeton ought to adopt this
ty he
communi
the
in
changes
pulto
time
spare
his
devoting
have
it,
trade
to
the business of the community is to be safeguarded.
method, or one like
keep the wheels of industry and
seeks to serve, he usually is everybody pay fairly on his ling for adoption of the new
is
g
spendin
ment
Govern
moving later.
told (and not too politely) that property and to produce for coin. Its possibilities are varied,
still tremendous measured by peacetime if he doesn't like it here, why Princeton revenues needed to he thinks. It migsh even be
SOUTHIRN SILL TILIPNONII AND TILIORAPH COWAN
Iam p•rat•il
levels, and when it tapers off we will need doesn't he go somewhere else. provide the thing's'good citizens used for tips.
of young
something to cushion the shock to our But when a group
a good town deserve.
o
citizens, with no axe to grind
* * *
economy. Wise people are still buying except the one which will serve
Victory Bonds; the foolish people are as a sharp instrument for bet- When your back is broke and
your eyes are blurred,
trying to buy more than their share of terment of the town, gets busy
And your shinbones knock and
As
result.
can
the
good
When
mtsch
.
.
.
prices.
top
scarce goods at
your tongue is furred,
fee
nation returns to normal the wise people witness the higher license
your tonsils squeak and
And
for Gypsies.
your hair gets dry,
will have Victory Bonds and the foolish
*
*
*
And you're doggone sure you're
people will have the high priced goods.
There is little use denying the
going to die,
If our nation was well fed and well system of assee-lng 'property
And you're skeered you won't
more
even
t;
imperfec
ever
is
we
here
war
worst
the
all
during
clothed
and afraid you will—
t unfair, in
endured, does it not stand to reason that . . . it is downrigh
and have your
.. . altho those Just drag to bed
instances
many
chill,
we can do as well in peacetime? In good who presently administer it are
Many people who would like to build new homes this year believe
time the goods we want will be plentiful, not deliberately trying to make Aid pray to the Lord to see
that Princeton must rely on the government to break the housing bottle3ou through,
so why all the rush? Each one of us it so, in all charity. But the big
neck.
For you've got the flu, boy,
must overcome his natural fear and trouble is, the system of asses,rou'vs got the flu'
the
that
such
is
property
sing
greed. Let's buy only the things we
your toes curl up and
city does not get the revenues When
Three things are necessary in the building of houses — materials,
your belt goes flat,
need and pay no more than legal ceiling to which it is entitled . . . and
a
as
mean
as
and financing.
labor
prices. When goods become plentiful which it sorely needs, if Prince- And you're twice
cat,
Thomas
the
all
buy
ton is to go forward.
again—and they will—we can
And life is a long and dismal
*
*
*
It is important to remember that the preseni shortage of new home
things we want at lower prices and have
curse,
our water
deny
will
Nobody
is due primarily to a lack of building materials and workmen in the for
newer designs and peacetime quality.
your food all tastes like a
needs filtering. It is often cloudy And
hearse;
led
hard-boi
ests, mills and factories. As workmen become increasingly available, it
with sediment. The water we
your lattice aches and
drink comes from underground. When
may be that the government can help by alloting needed materials to thi
your head's a-buzz-No telling what it runs through
to
my saddest regrets
community for home construction. There is no lack of local money t
or over; and putting chlorine in Here are
you—
it may make it disease-free, but
finance the building of homes in Princeton.
got the flu, boy,
It is still full of various forms of For you've
flu!
the
got
to people's minds.
you've
decayed matter, silt and other
Author Unknown.
"The New Haven," says Mr. Boyer, things nobody wants to drink.
"has always considered newspaper ad- It also smells bad and is unpalavertising by far the most direct and table. If the city took in more
fairly assessed proeconomical channel to the minds of its money from
Discouragedlibecause you lack
perty, we could have a filtrapassengers, its shippers and the public. tion plant for our water.
the butter and sugar for your
*
*
*
Newspaper advertising has made for us
favorite hard sauce? Just blend
The sewer system is inadequate. margarine and honey or brown
an indispensable contribution to the pubThe money to finance new homes is here, ready for you to borro
lic understanding and goodwill so essen- More money is needed to do the sugar together and flavor with
on
mace.
Delicious
or
no
and
nutmeg
it
that;
,
thilW:t
tecsstesi

New Coin Would
Save 60 Million

A PUBLIC STATEMENT
About The Housing Shortage

Road To People's Minds

Many tributes to the power and value
of newspaper advertising have been paid
by advertisers who have experienced its
benefits.
One of the most recent of these was
made public in a folder released by the
bureau of advertisigg, American Newspaper Publishers association. It quotes
S. A. Boyer, assistant to the president
tattEt.'
:
..-4rfirk2igaigieatk:..ig.r.._
.. .
.'
frt...:_k'TrtlzS,L!:i*,k4ftif7._#2:Rfigi4,AP!4:
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• • •
who says newspaper advertising is "by so effectively through no other medium." dangers of improper sewerage
way to make quicknice
A
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direct
most
far the
*
*
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frozen spinach tasty is to add

Did You Know?
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Our streets need repairs and
our sidewalks are, in many
places,•disgrace to a good town
Ilk. Princeton.
*
*
*
Of coutse it is unpleasant to
make laws stick and the lot of
a mayor and that of councilmen
le not one we envy; but after
all, we cannot continue to run
city government like our

The First National Bank ALONE could financ
every new home which it will be possible to buil
in Princ,n during 1946.
atctbemo.gblejn

•

First National Bank
Princeton, Kentucky.

• • •

A blend of the first shoots of
&ayes, young onion, parsley,
basil and summer savory is
*specially good in spring ome- •
lets or scrambled eggs.

ulte,sCACtergItiti_

basis will delay your new' hams.

olive or peanut oil with the required amount of boiling water.
Cover and steam until tender,
then serve with a good dash of
nutmeg.
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics

Improve Pastures for Profit
You can't buy feed as cheap
as you can grow it. Pasture is
by for our cheapest source of
feed. A greater increase in feed
labor can
for each man-hour of
be obtained through pasture
improvement than through any
other source. It can be converted
into beef, dairy products, lambs,
wool and pork more profitably
than any other kind of feed. It
reduces other feed requirements
which are more expensive to
produce.
The United States Department
of Agriculture says you can get
as much digestible nutrients
from pasture for 64 cents as you
can get from corn for $1.98.
Tests show that hogs not on pasture need an extra 33 pounds of
corn and an extra 17 pounds of
protein supplement to make 100
pounds of pork.
Good pasture practices can actually make the difference between feeding failure and feeding success. Pasture is more resistant to pest and disease than
field crops. Livestock do the
harvesting. They do the mowing,
bailing and feeding in one operation.
Land on which good pastures
are being grown are least subject to erosion and to leaching
of plant nutrients.
Treatment of land with lime,
fertilizers, manure and other
crop residues are essential for
the production of good pastures
the same as for good field crops.
An amount of lime to grow
good clovers should be applied
if needed. The quantity of fertilizer and kind to use will depend
on the past history of the land
to be treated. Fertilizer applied
in the right way is always a
good investment. Many good
farmers will say that fertilizer
paid for their farm.
Blue grass, orchard grass, red

Need a

LAXATIVE?
Slack-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

A "Must" for 1946
For a long time, growing a
good garden has been just good
years was this demonstrated,
sense. Especially in the war
when the Victory gardens made
the difference between a nation
well fed and one on the verge
of, at least, semi-famine.
Then, when wer ended rationing was removed or eased, came
a let-down. But that let-down
was premature, as anyone may
see who reads his newspapers
only casually. The world-food
situation is not good. In all
parts of this war-ravished world,
rations are short and, in some,
stark starvation stalks.
In all humanity, these peoples
NOOSE TIGHTENED— The hangman's noose is tightened about the neck of Karl Willig, male
nurse at the Hadamar Medical Institute in Germany, after the hood had been placed over his must be fed, and as one of the
few nations whose food-produchead in preparation for his execution at Bruchsal Prison, Germany. Willig and two others were
ing economy is still intact, the
found guilty of murdering some 300 Polish and Russian prisoners of war in the Institute. (AP
United States will assume the
Wirephoto)
major part of the job.
Because of their nature, vegeUsti Big Food
tables can be exported only in
Supply On Hand
tin, but the canned vegetable
reserve in this country is the
The record food production of
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those smallest ever. It will take a
Charles Roberts, a farmer of Pu- who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Twice- stupendous effort on the part
laski county, was told to County 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Leader
of canneries and farmers to catch
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular
Agent Hugh Hurst. Said Mr. feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, up.
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Roberts:
With canned vegetables scarce,
April 14, 1922. Miss Frances in the Quinn section. Mr. Crea- an added burden will pass to
"Any day in the year, I can
to
visit
Ogilvie, after a week's
sey left this county eight years the fresh-vegetable men already
have from my farm any or all
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. It. W.
first trip working at a speed they would
of the following products: chick- Ogilvie has returned to Lex- ago, and this is his
back home .since going to the have thought impossible a few
en, eggs, steak, bacon, ham, pork, ington, where she is attending
years ago. So, again, home garfar West.
sausage, lard, canned sausage, the Campbell-Hagerman College.
deners must fill a breach.
canned ribs, canned, dried or
There is this other side to
June 13, 1913. Mr. and Mrs.
frozen butter beans, six varieApril 14, 1922. Garnett Crowe R. D. Garrett and daughter, home gardening—the practical
ties of canned greens, cabbage, and Iley McGough, who are atreturned yester- side of easing the family's food
kraut, canned or frozen peas, tending the Western State Nor- Miss Katharine,
after an absence budget. At prewar vegetable
afternoon
dty
canned corn, canned tomatoes or mal at Bowling Green are here
could earn
of several months. Mr. Garrett prices, a gardener
tomato juice, asparagus, beets, for a visit to home folks.
in a proper
has been In Pennsylvania in con- handsome wages
cucumber pickles, tomato relish,
now he joins the
nection with his official duties garden, but
dried or canned apples, apple
April 18, 1922. Mrs. J. R. and Mrs. Garrett and Katharine very aristocracy of wage-earnbutter, cider, dried
peaches, Coleman, of Paducah, is the
Home gardening becomes
have been at Danville, Ky., ers.
peach butter, peach juice, presercharming house guest of her where Katharine attended school.
ves, canned or frozen cherries,
daughter, Mrs. Duke Pettit, at
apricots or blackberries, dried
her home in the country.
June 17, 1913. Miss Betty Mcpears, pear preserves, cherry
Nary and Miss Lucy Darby,
juice, blackberry jam or jelly,
June 10, 1913. Dr. and Mrs. I.
who have been visiting Mrs. C.
grape juice or jelly, canned
Z. Barber and Dick Rosenberg
W. Eldred and friends the past
rhubarb, canned strawberries or
spent last week very pleasantly
two weeks, left Saturday for
preserves, Irish potatoes, sweet
at Murray. They made the trip
Knoxville, Tenn. They will sail
potatoes, turnips, onions, peppers,
in the doctor's car.
early in July for home, St. Jean
peanuts, walnuts, hickory nuts,
de Luz, France. They were forpopcorn, meal, buckwheat flour,
-4 June 13, 1913. Miss Elizabeth
merly residents of this city, and
honey, and in the summer, all
Ratliff, who has been attending
their many friends were greatly
the fresh foods that are in
school at Washington, D. C., repleased to see them again in
season."
turned home Wednesday afterPrinceton.
top, timothy, alfalfa, sweet clo- noon, much to the delight of her
ver, red and alsike clover, white people and many friends. EnJune 20, 1913. Miss Nell Epsie,
-clover and lespedeza are all route home, Miss Elizabeth spent
grasses and clovers of proven a few days very pleasantly at of Kuttawa, was the guest of the
ability in pasture mixtures. Ken- Frankfort and Louisville. As a families of H. W. Blades and
tucky 31 Fescue and Ladino clo- graduate of Fairmont College, B. G. Harrington during the
ver have promise of becoming Washington, Miss Ratliff was an Chautauqua.
leading plants for pasture mix- honor student of the year, and
In Allen county, a large mareceived the highest grades in
tures in this area.
jority of the tobacco growers
Few failures are experienced literary work.
are buying root rot resistant
on well prepared seed beds,
properly fertilized and seeded 4June 13, 1919. Clarence Crea- varieties of seed, Ky. 4IA being
to mixtures of proven grasses visiting relatives and aid friends most popluar, followed by Ky.
sey, of Grand Falls, N. D., is 16.
an dray rs

Fescue Makes
Good Pasture

The value of a flock of sheep
on an average size farm is seen
in the records of J. M. Rasco of
Ballard county, said Farm Agent
S. C. Bohanan. For the past five
years, Mr. Rasco has kept 19
ewes and one buck, although he
has made replacements from his
own flock and has had different
bucks. During the five-year
period, he has sold $1,661 worth
of lambs and wool, or an average of $332 per year, and still
has his original investment. Each
year he has sold an average of
24 lambs from 19 ewes.

Six acres of Ky. 31 Fescue,
In McCracken county, Lone
seeded in 1944 by J. R. Ford
and Jack Meshew of Carlisle Oak and Heath 4-H Clubs eack,
county made feauce seedlings last has an enrollment of 85 members.
last year as well as providing
seed to sow 15 additional acres.
According to Mr. Ford, the grass
made good winter pasture and
remained green during
dry
periods in the summer. Farm
Agent John B. Watts notes that

In Franklin county, rural carpenters have been brought up
to date on new methods of constructing and remodeling farm
buildings and homes.
better sense than ever. And because this is so, and because a
bad world-food situation can so
easily become world chaos, let's
have a garden again this year.

Lumber and building material dealers and contractors obviously have a vital interest in obtaining
material for home building.
They report, nevertheless, that such materials are
not flowing through the yards; that they have not
been able to get them. Therefore, the Government's
NH priorities offered to enable veterans and others
to obtain homes, are simply home hunting licenses
—for materials in quantity are not available.
As long as OPA continues its wartime control
policy rather than a policy of adjustment to aid
reconversion, it will neither be able to prevent an
inflation or a deflation; it will only be able to prevent reconversion by discouraging production of
needed home building items.
Here, for example, is an instance of OPA action
that has resulted In increased production. After 6
months' delay, OPA granted a 4% to 10% price adjustment that allowed 125 of 400 closed brick and
tile plants to reopen. This price adjustment allowed
these plants and 400 others that had been operating,
to hire needed labor. As a result, in the next guarArralF
"
'---41epti4ratt—
But in hardwood flooring, siding, plywood, mill.
Work, and construction lumber, OPA clings to 'Its
wartime formulas. Instead, OPA follows the unrealistic policy of allowing premium prices to mills
for producing lumber for such things as export to

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clepn
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction

guaranteed.

News From The Past

24 hours every day, 7 day. every
week, never stopping, the kidney. filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acids and other waete
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole syetern is upset when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urination sometime• warns that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache. headaches, distiller, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Doopes Pills7 You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doove• stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous wast• from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doon's today. Use with confidence.
At all drug stores.

with
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Added Enjoyment!
"BUGS BUNNY" CARTOON
SPORTS REVIEW
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Let's Face the Facts
About HOME BUILDING
In the confusion created about the shortage of
homes in America, one point stands out clearly:

several other farmers in the
county fade fescue seedings last
fall.

Farmer Profits
From Sheep Flock

LUOLE WATSON
EVE ADEN
JEROME
COWAN

BUT FOUND OUT THEY HAD A LOT TO LEARN ABOUT LOVIN

foreign countries, and for items that were needed
in wartime industry.
Today's question is not essentially one of price
control—if there were plenty of homes, no price
control would be necessary. The important question is one of production and manpower.
So far, OPA and Government officialdom in general have contented themselves with controls, allocations and priority systems which at best can do
nothing but juggle an insufficient supply of building
materials—and at worst, delay and retard production and the employment of manpower.

(

SWEET SINGING...GUN TOTIN' GENE...
BRINGING YOU ROMANCE,THRILLS, ACTION!

Homes will not be built in the United States
unless the Building Industry builds them. Whether
they are labeled "Public Housing" or "Private
Homes," the same materials, the same labor, the
same building industry will build them.
7, 0114

Production can be un-blocked by the removal or
adjustment of OPA's wartime policies. But such a
realistic approach cannot be attained as long as
Government action is based on a philosophy of lack
rather than a philosophy of abundant supply for
peacetime prosperity.

Added Treats! .. .
CARTOON COMEDY — "WILD AND WOLFY"
TRAVEL IN COLOR
PETE SX12111 NOVELTY

The lumber dealers, builders and contractors stand
ready to build or 'rebuild /Werke. But It is-up to
the people to demand that the way be cleared for
the production of materials for homes.

Any government program that does
not FIRST remove the obstacles
blocking production of materials will
simply add additional difficulties to
the problem facing the building industry.

V.i,r1111kftit

New Serial! . . . Super Thriller Of A
Mechanical Monster Gone Mad! . .

I. Exciting Chapters Starring
ROBERT LOWERY — GEORGE MACREADY
RALPH MORGAN — CAROLE IHATHE'WS

AMERkAt,

Thursday, March 28, 19

Mrs. Mary P. aft
Mrs. Mary Preston Slift, wife
of the late Harry Cliff., died at
her home in the Farmersville
community, Sunday, March 17.
She would have been 99 years
old on the day of her funeral,
and was one of the oldest residents of Caldwell county.
Survivors are six sons, James,
Harrison, Johnson, Albert and
Tommie; nine grandchildren and
four great-grandchildren. A son
preceded her in death.
Funeral services were conducted Wednesday at the home
by the Rev. C. R. Barnes.
Pallbearers were Harrison,
Tommie and Jessie Clift, Willie
Martin, Bill Darnell and Bobby
Howell. Flower girls were granddaughters and several friends.
Burial was in Clift Cemetery.
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Control Of Cancer

We specialize in home-baked cakes and pastries
made as you would bake them in your own kitchen.
Let us bake your cakes and do-nuts and decorate
them any way you want them for any and all occasions.
Hot Do-nuts — Pies — Coffee Cakes.
Bow Owen, a discharged veteran and experienced
baker is in charge of the kitchen.
Our kitchen inspected regularly by the State
Health Department

Howard Stone

Bob Hawkins
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RETONGA IS NO.1 WITH
HIM SAYS MERCHANT

Lay Them Scissors
Down, Babe!

ANN

Notice!

We are now in a position to giv
you service on Ford Tractors, as w
have a fair supply of parts, and a goo
mechanic to serve you.

FOR SALE or TRADE

Do your marketing . . .
relax in fresh, crisp cottons. So cheerful, so colorful and so very easy to
launder.

Nice, 7-room home with all modern
conveniences; located on a concrete
street, 4 blocks from courthouse.

We've just re-

ceived a new crop—prettier, brighter than ever.
Many styles, patterns and
colors. Make your selections today.

many other styles, .. in Black,
Brown and Patent.

as advertised in Good House-.
keeping and Woman's Home
Companion

Princeton Shoe Co.

SEE OR CALL

Phones 67 and 167
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Married In Georgia

owdy-Pinnegar
Dowdy,
MISS Mary Anna
aughter of Mrs. W .E. Farrow
Route 1, Paducah, became the
ide of Gaylon Pinnegar,son of
Pinnegar,
r. and Mrs. George W.
awson Road, at a single ring
remony performed March 24
the home of the bride's broth, Lexford Dowdy and Mrs.
wdy, in Paducah.
Rev. James Ritchey Crowe,
tor of the Northside Methodist
urch, read the ceremony at
30 in the afternoon. Attendants
ere Miss Ruth Thomas and
xford Dowdy.
The bride wore a navy blue
epe dress with accessories to
rmonize and a corsage of pink
ebuds. Miss Thomas wore a
ty rose dress with black acories and a corsage of
eet peas and violets.
Mrs. Pinnegar is a graduate
Heath high school, and is now
employe of M. Fine and Corn.
fly.
Mr. Pinnegar entered service
March, 1942 and received his
charge in October, 1945, after
rving 30 months in the ETO.
plans to enter school for
ining in refrigeration and air
nditioning.
The couple are at home at 531
uth Fourth street, Paducah.

:ition to give
ctors, as we
and a good

Princeton, Ky

A discarded chenille bedBuy half a turkey occasionally. or ground cloves,Place in a
spread ,can be made into a Cut the bird for fricasseeing. serole and fill the center
charming brunch coat, jacket Then proceed as for chicken and cubed eggplant, cooked wi
Miss Patti Pickering spent or robe.
add a little curry to the gravy.
Mrs. Ellen Turley celebrated
well seasoned.
last week-end in Nashville.
This may be served in indi- onion and
her
94th
birthday Sunday,
with
margarine
and bake un
returned
FriH.
Merle
Drain
Wear
sensible
aprons
with
vidual
casseroles.
To
two
cups
March 24 in the home of her
day night from Evansville, where pockets that won't catch in of rice, cooked, add minced pars- heated through. Just before serson, Henry Turley.
he had been attending a J. C. things or frills that can't extend ley, green pepper, salt, pepper ving place the turkey curry
Her son, 7 grandchildren and
Penney managers' meeting since over burners.
and a dash of nutmeg, allspice top.
3 great-grandchildren attended
Tuesday.
the celebration.
s" Miss Virginia Bowie SatterPresent were Messrs. and Mesfield, student at MSTC, Murray,
dames Orman Holland, Martin
spent last week-end with her
Turley and daughter, Mattie
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Louise, and Mrs. J. D. Holland
Satterfield, Morgan Avenue.
of Auburn, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Childress,
Bennie Belt and children of
Louisville, were guests of Mr.
Crayne; Messrs. and Mesdames
and Mrs. W. S. Denham, HopWilliam Hunt, John A. Hunt,
kinsville street, last week-end.
Harvey Hunt, Tim and Shorty
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hollowell,
Hunt of Marion.
Newport, Tenn., are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bennett,
relatives in the city and county.
Loraine and Lucy Bennett of KuMrs. J. H. I.k
.cec
- h left Sunday
tawa; Miss Mary Louise Turley
for Avon Park, Fla., to visit her
of Glendale, Ky., Miss Ida Bell Birthday Party
Mrs. Burhl Hollowell enter- daughter, Mrs. J. J. Stephens,
Turley
of Evansville, Ind.;
Messrs. and Mesdames Henry tained with a birthday party at Mr. Stephens and their little
Turley, Henry Glenn, A. A. her home on Madisonville street daughter, Carol Ann. She will
Babb, Clifton Turley, Miss Tuesday, March 19, in honor of also visit her brother, T. M.
Rachel Turley, Carrna Babb, her little daughter, Peggy, who Kuykendall at Sarasota.
celebrated her third birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagshaw
Allen, Ann and John Turley.
Present were Marilyn Steger, and son, John Earl, left Sunday
Judy Black Stallins, Sue Mc- morning for Knoxville, Tenn.,
So & Sew
Connell, Mida Rose Hutchinson, where Mr. Bagshaw is employed
The So and Sew Club met George Hall, Barry Tracey and with T. V. A. Mrs. Bagshaw,
March 7 at the home of Mrs. Sam Joiner Steger. Mothers pres- who with her son, have made
Delmar Shortt, Franklin street. ent were Mesdames Sam Steger, their home here with her mother.
During the business session, club John F. Tracey, Randolph Mrs. R. M. Pool, the last 2 years
members voted to make a five- Hutchinson, Howard McConnell during which time her husband
dollar donation to the Red Cross and Frederick Stallins.
served in the Navy.
Fund.
The hostess served pepperMr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
Wise Connie knows pumps
Following the social hour, the mint candy cake and ice cream. tind sons, Jimmy and Jerry,
important for Spring...so
hostess served refreshments to The birthday cake, bearing three spent Sunday in Russellville
she brings you these three young
Mesdames Sam Jones, Robert candles, was cut by the honoree. with her brother, Bill Holsapple,
Parsley, George Stevens, J. H.
smarties for all your smooth
Mrs. Holsapple and son, WilStinebaugh, Robert Drake, Raystepping.
liam Forrest.
mond Brown, Hugh Skees and
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bishop
C. E. Kercheval. Mrs. Marshall
left this week for a trip through
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Greenfield was a visitor.
Texas and other points in th
CHURCH
METHODIST
March 19 the club met with
West.
Minister.
McGee,
J. Lester
Mrs. J. H. Stinebaugh, Hopkinsville street. Refreshments were
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
served to Mesdames Raymond
Worship 10:55 a.m. Sermon:
Brown, Frank Wilson, Harry "The Return to Religion."
Hale, Hugh Skees, Delmar
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rudd
Shortt and Robert Parsley.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
The next meeting will be held Sermon "Can You Pay Your Knoxville, Tenn., on the bi
of a daughter, Dixie Gayle, a
at the home of Mrs. George Bills?"
Ft. Sanders Hospital, March 3
Stevens, April 2, at her home
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. Official
Mrs. Rudd is the former Dixie
on North Jefferson street
Board.
Harris, who made her hom
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. Prayer Mae
Miss Katharine Garrett and Meeting; 8:15 p.m. Choir prac- here with her aunt, Mrs. Blanche
Hobgood.
Mrs. Richard Ratliff spent last tice.
P.
Friday 3:15 p.m. Children's
Mr. and Mrs. William A. MitChorus.
chell, Cobb, on the birth of a
daughter, Paulette, March 14.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
• • •
Pastor
M.
Haller,
H. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Cladie Woodie
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Francis Cox, Varmint Trace Rd.,
11:50 a.m. blaming Service
on the birth of a son, Harold
6:45 p.m. Training Union
• As seen in
Eugene, March 21.
7:30 Evening Warship
• • •
Good Housekeeping?
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Wood LeoScallops touched with white
THE CENTRAI
nard, on the birth of a daughteh,
embroidered flowers loop the
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Martha Elaine, March 15, at an
loop down the slimming canDonal Wilmoth, minister
Alhambra, Calif. hospital. Mrs.
ter panel of this graceful dress
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Leonard is the former Martha
in Cabana rayon crepe. Reach
Morning
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Crowell, daughter of Mr. and
blue, Sunglow pink, Ocean
Topic: "The Gospel Standard of Mrs. J. A. Crowell, S. Seminary
breeze aqua. "Illusion." We
Giving."
.sizes 16/
1
2 to 22/
street, who, with their son, re1
2
.
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
cently returned from a month's
5860
Topic: "Christ's Innocence."
.No.930
visit with them and also to Mr.
and Mrs. 0. C. Leonard, of Long
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Beach. Miss Alice Crowell, who
9:45 Bible School
spent the last year with her
11:00 Morning Worship
sister in California, returned
7:30 Evening Worship
home with them.

Mrs. Ellen Turley
Celebrates Birthday

Galloping Breakfast

The So and Sew Club held a
Galloping Breakfast Thursday
morning, March 21. Mrs. Robert
Parsley, club president, was
hostees for the affair and transportation was arranged by Mrs.
J. lb Stinebaugh.
Members were asked,to go as
they were dressed when called
for, which caused some emberrassenent for some, but added to
the fun.
Breakfast, consisting of fruit
juice, bacon, eggs, toast and
coffee, was served at 9 o'clock
to Mesdames Sam Jones, George
Stevens, J. H. Stinebaugh, Raymond Brown, Earl Adams, DelFrank Wilson and
mar
Hugh Skees.

Spirited young styles for spring!

ahortt,

BLOCK PRIMO

Mrs. Virgil Watson is the
former Sue Brown, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown,
Farmersville. Her marriage
took place March 9, at Dalton, Ga.

short story even written, "The
Story of Ruth," from the Bible.
Present were Mesdames Prank
Craig, A. B. Moss, Hugh Hunsaker, Charles Curry, Charles
Eldred and Reg Lowery, and
Misses Virginia Morgan, Myrtle
Nichols, Pamelia Gordon, Mary
Wilson Eldred and Bertie Nichitom Club
The Evitom Club of the Cen- ols. Mrs. Grady Moore was a
1 Presbyterian Church met guest.
its monthly meeting at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curry,
ex with a pot-luck supper
Mrs. R. F. Craig and Miss Eliza
'day, March 22.
Following the business sea- Nall attended a district meeting
n, Mrs. Charles Curry gave of the 0. E. S. in Paducah last
review of the most famous Wednesday.

ANNOUNCEMENT

e!

Princeton Leader

• • • •
Dorothy Ann Davis

The Summer Class of student nurses will be admitted
to the Protestant Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing
July 1, 1946. Entrance requirement: High school graduate
with or without additional college work, age 18 years, good
health, good character. Applications are now being accepted. For information write
DIRECTOR OF NURSES,

PROTESTANT DEACONESS HOSPITAL
EVANSVILLE., INDIANA

At The Churches

Princeton Shoe Co.

The Leader
Congratulates

fOFT. FLOWER
TOUCHED

SLIM CLASSICS

r Co.

tat
CRIB-PLAY PEN TOY
Styled to help exercise baby's muscles.

HOLINESS CHURCH
East Side of Town
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Evangelistic Services 7:30 p.m.
Mid-week Services 7:30 p.m.
The church is reopened under
a new pastor, the Rev. Opel

eting . • •
, crisp cotrful, so col-

cotton ... launders like new
PRETTY BRAID-TRIMMED BABY'S DRESS

cry easy to

Bodice Cleverly Adorned with Three Buttons
Two Pockets Trimmed with Dainty Braid!

've just re-

CRIDER CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m.
Preaching services at 1100, by
ths. pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 5:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the pastor.

FOR

Cunningly styled for the "play-pen" crowd with perky little
sash and pretty blue or red trim to give the tiny baby that
"precious" look. Sizes 3 to 18 months.

Blackford, an ordained minister of 20 years' service in the
United Pentecostal Church, headquarters St. Louis, Mo.
BETHANY BAPTIST
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
preach at Bethany Saturda
night and Sunday morning a
11 o'clock.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, Gadsen, Ala
will occupy the pulpit at thCumberland Presbyterian Chu
at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday.

HARD WEAR &GOOD LOOKS
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

crop—Pret-

MAR-NOT VARNISH

than ever.
patterns and

For
Floors
Furniture
Woodwork

your selec-

MADE FOR WAVY DUTY
• What a boat, Mar-Not can

--ALL.WOOLFANTS' KIMONO

Pink or blue; infants' sizes.
Sacque design also available.

Pink and blur with two
lovely rayon satin bows.
Infants' sizes.

OUR

tio.1329

1295

HIGH-GLOSS Olt

Selling wafer, soap suds, alcohol, scuffing foot and scraping 1 And
furniture—Mar-Not takes them isitUr
oil and comes up smiling.

Per
Qt•

C. E McGARY, Manager

FEDERATED STORE
SEE

Moonlight rayon mesh,
breathes of a cool summer...
in this softly flattering dress
chat relies only on matching
lace medallions for dramatic
effect. Frosty blue, pink
champagne,misty aqua,orchid
ice. Sizes 38 to 44.

inter tem oar biliiitifif7-'1"1"AYINZPRincr-'-----

Clonal!.

RS. PEE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

As seen in
Ladies' Homejournal!

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.

Goldnamer's

WINDOW
.0
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Good Record Made
By Holstein Herd

College Announces
Gardening Program
Because of the serious food
situation abroad, the White
House Food atinference has requested that horn. gardening
again be a major project wherever space is available, according to statement from the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. The production and conservation of foodstuff in home gardens will help
to replace other foods needed
for shipment abroad, it was
pointed out.
In compliance with the request, an intensive home gardening program under the direction of John S. Gardner, field
agent in horticulture, will be
gotten under way at once, with
county and home agents and
other staff members contributing to it.
To assure a variety of vegetables, a succession of crops
should be planted. From the
early garden should come the
vegetables for canning as they
are of better quality and there
Is less danger of a drought.
Early in the season there are
fewer weeds and insects to fight,
and the hardest work is done
before the heat of mid-summer.
A late garden should also be
planned to provide storage crops.
To aid town and city residents
as well as rural families in
making their plans, Circular 376,
"The Garden Month by Month"
Is available from offices of county and home agents, or from the
college, Lexington.

GASSED 2,000,000 — Rudolf
Hoess (abolie), commandant of
Oswiecim slave camp, has admitted gassing two millions of
victims on direct orders of
Heinrich Himmler, British authorities said in Berlin. (AP
Wirephoto)

Rayon Stocking Sale
Develops Bad Run
—Paterson, N. J.—AP—A hosiery
dealer was reported to the OPA
district office by three women
far overcharges on rayon stockings. The OPA investigated, refunded 50 cents each to the trio,
then collected $1,116 in triple
damage settlements for overcharges on 744 other sales of
stockings turned up in the investigation.
Congress authorized establishment of a separate Army engineer corps in March, 1802.

aren't motivated by an lulu
feeling of generosity'toward
county government; they vj
e want to be honest men."
Baltimor
—(R)—
e
Baltimor
J. Fo- have borrowed from buil '
county treasurer William
taxpayers into
ley classifies all
home loan organizatio
those and
(a) those who pay, (b)
pay the taxes in I
which
it
eve
who don't pay, and—beli
who pay sum—and they file their o
those
(c)
not—
or
returns even though they do
twice.
(c) receive tax bills.
He says those in class

Some Taxpayers
Get The Habit
Pursuant to resolution of the
Caldwell County Fiscal Court
duly adopted in regular session
March 12, 1946, I will, as County
Court Clerk, offer for sale to
the highest and best bidder at
public auction, for cash, at the
Court House Door in the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, on
March 30, 1946, at about the
hour of two o'clock P.M. a franchise and privilege to erect,
construct and maintain poles
and string wires and maintain
and operate an electric and'power service line upon and along
the roads and highways and
the laterals thereof and thereto,
in Caldwell County, Kentucky.
Sale to be, made for cash, the
highest and best bidder to deposit certified check or cash with
me immediately after the sale.
Said franchise is to be sold subject to the provisions and restrictions fully set out in the
resolution of the Fiscal Court
aforesaid.
PHILIP STEVENS,
the Caldwell County
of
Clerk
2t
Court.

Agricultural
The Kentucky
Experiment Station, recently had
Its herd inspected and classified for the third time, the HolAssociation , of
stein-Friesian
America has announced. Among
the animals classified, three
were designated "very good"—
the second highest score an animal can receive; seven scored
"good plus."
The type classification, combined with a production testing
program, is used as a means of
proving sires and locating outstanding brood cow families in
an owner's herd.
The inspection was conducted
by F. W. Atkerson, Kansas State
College, Manhattan, one of eight
officials appointed by the association to do this work in the
United States.

Fertilizer Recommended

It pays well to make land productive for burley, even when
prices are low, is a statement
made in a leaflet, "Fertilizing
Burley Tobacco," recently revised by the Kentucky College GETS BIG CHANCE —Smiles and waves to passing trainmen
of Agriculture and Home Eco- have brought Minnie Rose Webb her big chance to leave her
A pair of rats left unmolested
nomics. A large supply of plant wheelchair, in Covington, Tenn. She will enter the St. Louis
breed may multiply to a toto
food is necessary for the produc- Shrine hospital for treatment. (AP Wirephoto)
tal of 800 rats within a year.
tion of high-yielding, excellent
quality burley tobacco, and very
little land is fertile enough to
produce such crops without application of farm manure or
commercial fertilizers or both.
Copies of the leaflet, No. 03,
may be had from offices of
erators, sink, stove, laundry and
county agents, or from the colBy William J. Conway
appliances, bath tub, toilet and
ea)
lege, Lexington.
Newefeatur
(Al'
Chicago—A new central utility lavatory.
"These components, preassemEverybody reads The Leader! core—a virtual mechanical heart
the factory, can be truckfor a home— has been unveiled bled in
in sub-assemblies directly to
ed
archiby
n
inspectio
detailed
for
home construction site and
tects, contractors and others in the
and
be unloaded, install
can
the housing field.
placed in operation quic ly afAssembled within the unit's ter their arrival."
In all price ranges.
compact frame are the houseThe frame of the central core,
and hot
See us before buying. hold heating, plumbing
made of steel, is 90 inches long,
is
water facilities. The unit
77 inches high and 30 inches
rolled into a house under conwide. It contains a furnace usstruction. A complete kitchen, ing oil or gas for fuel, and a hot
bath room and laundry are
water heater operating on gas
built around it. The water, gas,
or electricity. It also contains
connecother
and
oil, electric
flues, water and gas pipes and
tions are made, appliances and
electrical circuits. Around three
fixtures are put into position, and
sides of this core the component
the unit is ready to operate.
parts of the kitchen, laundry
The unit was designed to save
and bathroom are assembled.
space, and to save time and
money spent in buying each
item separately. It also makes Variety Of Products
basements unnecessary, a n d Shipped From Simpson
to BALANCE the
eliminates the need for an exAs evidence of the agriculFAMILY BUDGET
tensive network of pipes and tural enterprise carried on in
plumbing in floors and walls.
Simpson county, Farm Agent
At the Home Show
Woodrow Coots lists the folFull details were disclosed for lowing products which were
the first time when the unit was shipped from the county in 1945
set up as a feature exhibit for. in carload lots:
Vie exposition of the National
Tobacco, 189 carloads; wheat,
Association of Home Builders.
50; korean lespedeza sees, 46;
The manufacturer, the Inger- barley, 5; straw, 71; hogs, 52;
If you need money to clean up
soll Steel Division of the Borg- calves, 47; lambs, 17; logs, 3 and
scattered obligations and start
Spring with a balanced budget,
Warner Corporation, says:
lumber, 45.
see us for a loan. We advance
"The Ingersoll utility unit is a
cash promptly for any need or
line-assembled
mass-produced,
Speed Hensley of Harlan counemergency. Come io--or photo(
--over or rosy time.
consolidation of household utili- ty made four good cuttings from
ties, fixtures and appliances en- his field of alfalfa last year,
gineered to make home construc- averaging about 4 tons per acre.
tion more efficient and economiIn Pike county, 50 4-H club
cal. It consists of a compact cen- boys and girls were allotted 500
tral steel core containing furnace, strawberry plants, and fertilizer
water heater, plumbing and for the first year, to stimulate
Ky.
of
Corp.
Finance
other domestic utility fittings, market production.
and around the core the complete
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
kitchen, laundry and bath appliPrinceton, Kentucky
ances and fixtures.
Fits Into Plan
"The utility core and its
kitchen and laundry cabinet attachments and paneling form
an L-shaped wall which segreon Duty Day and Nite
gates the kitchen-laundry area 3 Cars
ters opposite
Headquar
front the bathroom and units
with any conventional wall R. R. Depot and P'ton Hotel
finish designated in the archiCourteous Treatment
tectural plans.
and
"Water, gas, sewer, electrical,
t Service
Efficien
ng
systems
ventilati
heating and
of kitchen, laundry and bathroom connect directly to prepared
connections in the central core.
The unit floor area is 90 square
feet, of which about 19 is covered by the central core and 71 by We go any where at any time
cabinets, work counters.,.,,frig-

Plumbing Short Cut Wm. M. YOUNG
For New Homes
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Fredonia, Ky.

Li,re• te
Irsman's Opthom." faith Lisa
Sergio, Every
Monday Mem.
ray, American
Breredc•sting
Cr.,1041.1.
ES.T.

maintain the oil balance it needs
for that velvety look and feel.
Thot's because It's so extra
riCh In lanolin, the oils that,
act so like the noturaLoils of youo

Wood Drug Store
FSIP

1111141
r
At911101.1110
.• MI• II ••11.11 OFIlte

Cag,N. Y.,
irepsi-Cola Company,Long Island
lle Bottling C,,rilpa
Hopkinsvl
Cola
Pepsi
Franchised Bottler:

indac'
eviefil
feet
Wel

. . . Have you realized that your building costs
have risen from 30% to 60%? Did you increase your insurance to cover this increase?

THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
111 W. Markist St.

PHONE 81

PRINCETON, KY

DE
INS

iliaMMEEM

C. A. Woodall

Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.

Kitchen Sinks — Toilets — Lava,tories — Bath Tubs
— Shower Cabinets — Hot Water Tanks — Towel
Bars — Soap Trays — Tooth Brush Holders — Toilet
Paper Holders — Glass Holders — Medicine Cabinets.

PHONE

plan"

BROADBElirS
Bout astce
"DOIBLE EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN
• Broadbent's hybrids placed first in many
county production contests last year.
•Broadbent's extra yield — extra profit
hybrids are the best for you, too.
•White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color.
mithwes.
O Let Bscedbent's "Doubfe Extra" hybrids help
eile more money IOW with
per acre.

mzBuy Broodboot's hybrid nod oorn from

Electric Shallow Well and Deep Well Pump Systems.
Hand Pumps — Sucker Rods — Well Pipe
All kinds of Valves and Fittings

Forced Hot Water, Steam and Hot Air Furnaces —
Stokers — Blowers — Oil Burners — Unit Heaters
— Radiators — Registers.
— ALL NEEDED PIPES AND FITTINGS —

Norge Refrigerators, Stoves
and

Hot Water Heaters

rn
TY
01
ot

16"'wele•
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A delicious first course can
quickly prepared by toss
fresh choked shrimp with R
Ladino clover was seeded. for sian Dressing to which hes
Stockholm —AP—Swedish hisadded a few dill or caraw
torians and medical experts who the first time in Marshall county
seeds.
counfarmers
Fleming
That farmers in
opened the coffin of Sweden's this year, when eight
ty who planted disease resistant great King Gustav Vasa after put in 22 acres.
sewing machines.
Eighteen owners of poul
varieties of tobacco in 1945, re- 386 years believe they have
Eight homemakers clubs in
.+11 a sparrow lays an egg wanted to be transferred to the
county
alifornia the whole state Pacific Coast so they eould see
ceived an average of $84 more found out why he had such a Garrard county report having floeks in Robertson
to local hate
eggs
selling
gloThe
exaggerated
California.
renovating
dressforms,
30
made
!s.
an acre than those who grew bad temper. They found a large
and those in adjoining counties,
ries of the Golden State had
non-root rot resistant varieties, cavity in his cheek bone due to 69 hats, and making 24 purses.
in ostrich laid an egg in
the
of
rural
districts
reached
of the Utopia club,
Members
probably
botherevent
which
the
tooth
in
survey
a
absessed
been
an
determined
has
icky
counthe Reich.
completed by Farm Agent James ed him for an estimated ten older 4-H youth in Monroe
1n't get more than a two
In contrast with California is
years. They also discovered he ty, are taking part in soil buildI. Stephens.
tern in a local newspaper.
and
Although about three-fifths of had small hands and big feet, ing and livestock programs,
11-informed people this side underpublicized Kentucky.
in 4-H club work.
or
the
more
half
In
than
century
the
shorter
was
Calileg
one
know
was
the
disease
crop
resistant,
Range
Coast
e
It is estimated that the use of
farmers in that county lost ap- other.
is the most overpublicized California has been singing its
1,000 pounds of fertilizer per
regardwas
Creomulton relieves promptly
Kenwho
the
around,
globe,
Vasa
praises
Gustav
earth,
a
mila
of
quarter
proximately
the
on the face of
common practice cause It goes right to the seat at
lion dollars by growing varie- ed as the "builder" of modern acre will be
he majority think it is a tucky has been letting even the
to help loosen and
trouble
among tobacco growers in Grant germ laden
phlegm, and aid na
people in neighboring states alties which were susceptible to Swepien, died in 1560.
sized block of heaven.
year.
this
county
and heal raw, tender,
soothe
to
After scientific studies of his
disease.
ituckians will pass up as most forget Mammoth Cave is
bronchial mucous mem
flamed
operating
are
sawmills
Several
A total of 452.acres from unse- skeleton had been made his rebra.ne,a. Tell your druggist to sell
land as exists anywhere, one of the Seven Natural Woncounty, where barns, a bottle of Creomulsion with the
lected farms was included in the mains were exposed publicly for in Jackson
hat can be bought for $100 ders of the World.
deratanding you must like the
buildings
homes and business
report. The average of the entire a day in Uppsala's Cathedral.
I am sure that if the truth
quickly allays the cough or you
50 an acre, and go 2,500
as rapidly to
constructed
being
are
have your money back.
acreage was 1,289 pounds per
to buy desert for from were known half the school chilare available.
materials
as
per
sold
for
acre,
and
$40.58
know
of
hardly
Kentucky
dren
pay
then
acre,
Postwar Marine
to $1,000 an
In Wolfe county, merchants
hundred. The two highest yield.0 $40 per acre each year Mammoth Cave exists, much less
have bought a carload of 450 bags for Coughs,ChestColds,Bre
—Maintenance men ing varieties were Ky. 41A and Has Better Feet
REOPENED
PLANT
MOTORS
GENERAL
the score of other great scenic
/titer to irrigate it.
of certified Irish cobbler seed
and inspectors at General Motors Cadillac plant, Detroit, Mich., Ky. 16.
Oceanside, Calif. —(113)— The
in the state.
potatoes.
! answer to that is the attractions
have
which
autos
line
assembly
from
dust
wipe
and
are
feet
Twenty farmers reporting on Marine Corps' postwar
"In Kentucky", a state-sub- inspect cars
Homemakers in Greenup coun+st form of salesmanship,
dirt for the past 119 days. This plant is among Ky. 41A had an average yield of improving, says Lt. (ig) Turchgathering
been
a
is
first-rate
magazine,
sidized
lamp shades
nation-wide publicity.
BABY CHICKS
settlement of the GM strike. (AP 1,415 pounds per acre and re- eon, chiropodist, who has seen ty have made 73
since
reopened
be
to
first
the
its
but
circulascenic
periodical,
and cleaned and adjusted 66
the Shasta Route of the
and
to
war
march
while
pair
a
many
hundred,
per
$41.39
ceived
Wirephoto)
and
iern Pacific Railway I saw tion is restricted mainly to Ken38 farmers, who grew Ky. 16, come limping home.
tucky
itself.
mountainon
up
ards high
The Camp Pendleton training
harvested an average of 1,376
STARTED CHICKS
The Courier-Journal's photoproclaiming Siskiyou counDR. C. E. SEIBERT
to the acre and received and replacement specialist credpounds
fine
get
pictures
many
grapher+
7oduced a staggering nuinU. S. APPROVED
ited the improvement to a re$39.25 per hundred.
Spine and Nerve Specialist
last year, or anoth- of Kentucky subjects, but that
if
duction of combat training and
farmers
100
than
more
the
Of
PULLORUM CONTROLLED
iunty yielded so many mil- paper is regional.
All chronic diseases and direporting, 98 percent used an the replacement of battle veterMost of the publicity for KenREADY FOR DELIVERY
feet of lumber. 11 a farmer
especially.
women
of
seases
men.
ans
younger
by
fertilizer
of
pounds
70
of
average
Atlanta—Mrs. Helen Dortch the question as to whether lonalifornia grows a pumpkin tucky consists of our telling each
appointfor
tendcall
was
or
in
he
a
Come
explained,
This,
grew
60 percent
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
other about the wonderfully in- Longstreet, widow of the confed- gevity results from a whole life- per acre,
hing 100 pounds, a local
ment today while I still have
cover crop and 7 percent ing to eliminate marching fracvetch
)grapher takes a picture of teresting things we have instead erate general, believes that eat- time of eating pollen or if it is primed their tobacco.
ture—the most common Leather- a limited amount of time for
Pennyrile Hatchery
+ith the farmer's beautiful of telling the world.
neck foot ailment during the new patients.
Phone 604
ing the residue of bee hives af- possible to attain the longevity
212 W. 7th St.
for
Good
publicity
Kentucky,
hter standing beside it and
ter honey has been cleaned from no matter what age one began
Office in
Tanatalum, a rare metal, melts War.
it,
we
will
get
take
MR. and MRS. H.-B. BAKER,
Turcheon based his conclusion
story goes all over the whenever
them is a formula for long life. eating pollen.
NEW CENTURY HOTEL
at 5,182 degrees Fahrenheit, more
many forms. We must attract
Managers
Mrs. Longstreet is happy
Dawson Springs
try.
than 2,300 degrees above the on examination of 30,000 feet
lat- with these hives and is trying to
which, with their 150,000 toes,
man prisoners, farm boys, industry and commerce. This
Hours 9-12 and 1-7
Sorghum plants were first in- melting point of iron.
Ky.
Hopkinsville,
be done by the persuade the ranking surviving
+nig for me last summer ter job is to
The metal antimony expands he estimates, would reach five
Phone 3561
troduced into the United States
AssociaKentucky Development
miles if placed end to end.
confederate soldier, who recent- from France in 1855.
as it solidifies.
tion.
ly celebrated his 100th birthday,
Most important in a campaign to try them and live longer.
of national publicity is achievThe indomitable little Mrs.
ing the objectives of the Com- Longstreet asked the American
mittee for Kentucky. If in the Ambassador to Moscow, W. Avenext five years we can take rell Harriman, to obtain a reour rural school system off To- puted Russian formula for probacco Road, all the nation will longing life. Ambassador Harrihear about it. If we can lift our man wrote that a rumor of •a
public health service and other life-prolonging substance had
state institutions to top rank been developed by the Russians
among the states, a hundred mil- was probably traceable to inPhase U
lion people will talk about it. vestigations being conducted by
Primates. Ky.
If we can overcome civic in- Prof. Nikolai V. Tstsin.
"It seems," said Harriman,
difference, intrenched reaction,
if we can defeat tightwadism in "that during the course of studof people over
taxation and make Kentucky a ies of the habits
in the SoW. H. Johnson
state to be proud of, the turn- 100 years old living
J. Y. O'Bannon
viet Union it was found that
ing point in our future will have
many of these people were enbeen won.
gaged in producing and selling
)r Immediate
And if we employ publicity
honey.
slivery On
experts thetr songs in praise of
"After the best grade of honey
the state will not bounce back had been sold, the residue was
MONUMENTS
in echoes.
consumed by the vendors themBut while we are waiting for selves. This residue was found
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
achievements to shout about we to contain significant quantiLARGEST IN WEST KY.
can all start rehearsing for roles ties of pollen.
in a publicity chorus. We can
"Prof. Tsitsin feels that the
Paducah Granite
start practicing right now.
pollen was responsible for proMarble, Stone Co.
"If a man bloweth not his own longing the lives of these peohorn, by whom shall that man's ple, but it has not been estab402 South 3rd Street
horn be blown."
lished that this is a fact. . . .
Paducah, Kentucky
"Even if it had been estabPhone 799
Three-quarters of the world's lished that eating pollen would
prolong life, there would still be
area is ocean.

Disease Free
Tobacco Is Best

Skeleton Bares Secret
Of King's Bad Temper

Ky. Farm News

Relief At Last
For Your Cou

CROEMULSIO

This Might Be The Way
lo Put Bee On Old Age

DEPENDABLE
NSURANCE

FREE NYLONS

Ihn E. Young Agt,

The Leader is now giving away as a
circulation building measure

300 Pairs of Nylon Stockings
THESE NYLONS ARE FIRST QUALITY, 54-GUAGE, ALL-NYLON AND FULLFASHIONED, CEILING PRICE $1.65 A PAIR

ageitett cilaug la Qe1

For Bettor Driving

Finkel's Fair Store

GUARANTEED SPRING
CHANGE-OVER SERVICES
Drab and rail ember. walk 04 Molar an•
Tramaisalea sod DIelsraitld Lidorlawas
llrarioteed Lalarlisabia for desasla sod led,
•Clia
•rash baress ar••••• • Cassak DaVarry•Cheek.

WM*Theo•Iispealk Irma Mesa Illaarlass•Olen.
Mimi $oo* Plow • Wads. Irran awl Polka Car •
Senile MI 11111sr. Alr Clamor • laapout Llibta
Vaallabilskl Wiper • Caws Wkidetra

for one pair of the FIRST QUALITY NYLONS. Take certificate to Finkel's store and get Your proper size of
offer
the stockings. That's all there is to it . . . except that no renewal subscriptions will count in this
will
and only NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS going to persons residing in PRINCETON AND CALDWELL COUNTY

•

When You have Crankcase Drained ...Refilled, change to

4/
0

MOTOR Oil

be accepted.

,

Me-

ONLY

Nyloas

Bring two new subscriptions, for one year each, to The Leader office, at $1.50 each
(regular price) and get a certificate redeemable at

CHANGE.
OVER
A complete DX cheek-up and changeover will help insure safe, smooth
driving. Winter-worn lubricants are
destructive— why take chances? Get
scientific car conditioning at the D-X
sign. Drive in today.

qlsee

Pastivelit Calf 300 Pains will lie Qisten 4wait
THE LEADER WAS ABLE TO OBTAIN ONLY THIS NUMBER OF PAIRS OF FIRST QUALITY NYLONS AND.
_WHEttLikikY'RE GONE,
.
„MAT'S AM

.An automotiveidaptation
_pc „r122.v.iut...avlarlorz„..oll.
Selected paraffin base
crudes are used to insure
higher heat resistance, less
vaporization loss, high film
strength.Solvent-processed
bye patented method,none
of its rich "natural"oiliness
is lost. In addition. New
134X is Siansishimd against
oxidation and corrosion.

PLEASE do not ask us to accept subscriptions going to persons living outside Caldwell county on this offer
as certificates will be issued only to residents of Princeton and the county..

MIO•CoNTINIFIT PStSOI.IUU COSPORATION
MY ON A 11101111P.
114101 *WYNN.

iE WITH D-X LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL

214K

YOUR NYLONS ARE WAITING FOR YOU AT FINKEL'S FAIR STORE TODAY

Thursday, March 28, 19
PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Caldwell To Get
Big Increase In
Rural Road Money

I. C. To Insulate Car
With Cotton As Test

Purpose Is To Increase
Production, County
Agent Says; Cash
Prizes Offered
„County Corn Yield Contest,
sponsored by local hybrid seed
corn producers and fertilizer
dealers with the Extension Department and other agricultural
agencies of the county cooperating, was announced this week by
t'i. County Agent J. F. Graham.
Mr. Graham said any person
living in Caldwell county may
make entry and there will be no
restriction on the kind of corn
or amount of fertilizer used. He
.; said that entry in the local eontest will automatically make
participants eligible for the State
Corn Derby and that all entries
must be in by May 1.
Purposes of the contest are to
stimulate interest in production
of high yields of corn, teach
practical methods of producing
high yields, including selection
of suitable land, proper fertilization, use of adapted hybrids and
proper cultural methods, and to
increase the average yield of
corn in the county.
Participation in the contest is
open to any person, adult or
junior, farming in Caldwell
county. Area to be tested is five
acres or more.
Persons desiring to participate
In the contest must enter their

Early in April there will be
under test in commercial use on
the Illinois Central the first railroad-owned refrigerator car in
the country experimentally insulated against heat and cold by
cotton, the South's principal cash
crop. So announces W. A. Johnston, president of that railroad,
who discloses that during the
last week in March such insulation will be applied to Illinois
Central express refrigerator No.
4790 in the McComb, Miss., car
,
shop.
names at the county agent's office before May 1.
Entrants should keep a record
of the following Information:
Kind and amount of fertilizer
and methods of application,
loads of stable manure or tobacco stalks used and the time .of
spreading, kind of corn planted,
date of planting, date and method of cultivation, and use of
land during 2 years previous to
contest.
All yields will be based on
bushels an acre at a uniform
moisture content. Yields will be
checked by harvesting at least
five plots from the contest area
and submitting samples for moisture determination. The agronomy department of the College
of Agriculture will assist in calculating the yields at a uniform
moisture content.
An ear corn show, with 10
ear exhibits, will be held for
entrants in the yield contest in
the Fall, at which time winners
in the yield contest will be announced. County prizes will be:

For Sale!
Nice, 5-room Suburban home — $3250
One nice, 9-room Apt. — $8750
One, 75-acre farm,8 miles out — $4250
One, 550 acre tract — $22,000
and the farm of your dreams. All
modern conveniences; land high state
of cultivation, consisting of 155 acres
of good everything. On Highway 62 —
$11,650. -

Insurance and Real Estate
Phones 54, Res. 175

Princeton, Ky.

New Law Makes
County's Allocation Of
State Funds More
Than Double
Frankfort, March 28—Increase
in rural county aid road money
and adoption of a new method
of allocating the money by the
Kentucky General Assembly will
result in $447,403 more for roads
in the 18 counties comprising
this district, Lee Puryear, district engineer, announced this
week.
In the budget adopted, $5,000,000 will be provided annually
for county roads, and the new
formula will make possible division of one-third of the total
on a basis of rural population,
rather than total population.
Under the new law, Caldwell
county which formerly received
$14,295, will get $34,490 a year
from State rural funds and Lyon
county, which had an allocation
of $12,276 formerly, now will
receive $32,590.
,"This drops the population
in cities of more than
figures
MIKAN SCORES FOR GEARS—George Mikan (99), lanky 5,000 from the division calculacenter for the Chicago American Gears, loops a field goal into tions," Mr. Puryear said. "Rural
basket against the Pittsburgh Raiders in opening round of the population outside the corporate
in
World's Professional Basketball Championship Tournament
limits in most of these counties
Chicago. Mikan, former DePaul University star, paced the will be proportionately larger.
Gears with 17 points. The Gears trimmed Pittsburgh Tuesday The new federal aid program
night, 69 to 58. (AP Wirephoto)
provides for city streets connectthrough highways and defiing
STARTED—Heavy males. Helm's
It nitely allocates $1,299,500 annuHatchery.
ally for this purpose. When
Estimated 7500 FOR SALE—Bedroom suite in matched, this will mean $2,599,FOR SALE
used brick to be moved April
good condition. Can be seen 000 each year for urban high1. See or call J. Gordon
at 102 Dawson Road after ways in cities having more than
It
1tp 5,000 population.
Lisanby.
3:30 o'clock.
"Added to this, many miles of
controlled WANTED TO
RENT—Either federal secondary rural highHELM'S pullorum
chicks—immediate delivery—
furnished or unfurnished apart- ways have already been desigholder four worlds' records
ment or house. Get in touch nated and while some of these
bulletins—Helm's
—brooding
with C. A. Wright at depot are State highways, others are
It county rural roads *and will be
HATCHERY — across f r om
or call 683-W.
hitchyard—Princeton.
built with money other than
BUY CHICKS NOW.—.Early that included in the State's rulayFOR SALE—'41 Dodge truck:
fall
chicks produce early
ral appropriations.
2 T; long wheel base; good
/
11
ers. Early chicks produce broilor
See
tires and new motor.
high-priced
ers for early
Preserve strings of tennis
call Earl Guinn. TeL 3402. 2tp
markets. Paramount Hatchery,
Il rackets and fishing tackle by
3062.
Phone
Eddyville,
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
coating them with colorless nail
call William S. Guess at 338-J, FOR SALE—Oldsmobile, 4-door polish.
opposite
Service Cab Co.,
sedan. Tires good, motor in
Princeton Hotel and I. C.
good condition. Call 338-J,
ltc
Depot.
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. Depot.
first, $40; second, $25; third, $15.
ltc
Prizes in the State contest
range from $200 for first to $10
CHICKS EARLY.—
ORDER
for 10th.
Avoid delays in delivery. See
Winning entries in the 10-ear
the chicks you are buying.
local exhibit will be entered in
Book orders now. Blood-tested,
the State ear corn show in which
U. S. Approved Pullorum conprizes range from $20 for first
trolled. Paramount Hatchery,
to $5 for sixth place.
tf
Eddyville, Phone 3062.
All entrants attaining a yield
of 100 bushels or more an acre FOR SALE—Choice apple trees
will be awarded a gold button
in good varieties: also peach
and given membership in the
and cherry trees. A. M. HarClub."
Corn
"100 Bushel
it
vill. Phone 626-J

NOTICE!
To My Friends and Policy Holders:
1, 1946., I am transI have disposed of and effective April
Insurance Agency.
fering my Insurance Agency to the Stevens
to the public my
I desire to take this method to express
kindness shown
and
sincere appreciation of every consideration
for my
bespeak
to
me since I opened my Agency in 1912, and
successors your continued consideration. „
best wishes
I also desire to extend to my successors my very
Agency.
for the continued successful operation of the
Sincerely yours,

Darius Dyer

CLASSIFIED ADS

LOVING CUP COFFEE
THE COFFEE WITH THE WONDERFUL FLAVOR
The above coffee has helped to make the Red Front Stores popular
everywhere, as it is a splendid coffee guaranteed in every respect and at
a low price.
Enjoy Red Front's Loving Cup Coffee, pound 21¢; 3 lbs. 59¢

BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME.—
Avoid chilling. Place orders
now. All popular breeds from
carefully selected flocks. Paramount Hatchery, Eddyville,
if
Phone 3062.

C&L
Tractor Co.

FOR SALE — Estimated 7500
used brick to be moved April
1. See or call J. Gordon
It
Lisanby.

E. Court Square

Don't Let Him Down!
Caldwell County is apt to FAIL
in its Red Cross Drive - for the
first time - unless generous Citizens who have not done so...
DONATE NOW!*
The Grin that Won a Via
i
ear
irn
iosz
tow
Doorar

with a smi

WENT INTO BATTLE
HEand
a wise crack ... he took eve
at him, a

thing the enemy could throw
suffered in silence when wounded.
We can't let him lose that spirit no
During the endless months of impatie
waiting to come home • or the Ion
weeks of convalescing ... thoughts in
weigh heavily on his mind.
We at home helped him keep his chi
up. When he's back, proudly wearing t
little gold eagle, emblem of an honorah
discharge... will that grin fade? Will t
happy-go-lucky smile change to bittern
The grin that won a global war can win
private one and the Red Cross is ready t
help wherever need for its counsel an
guidance exists.
Through the long, gruelling years
war the Red Cross reached across the a
and extended a friendly hand to our ugh
log forces ... and those returning ho
can find in every local chapter the sa
symbol...the same spirit of helpfulnes

/ NAVE/lir A
771/NO TO WEAR

Gil /N1LitIE YOU

Old Black Joe

Black Eyed Peas, No. 2 can

14

Wonderful with pork and tomato catsup.

No. 2 can 13(

(packed by Green Giant Packers)

114ALT MACIEBRAL

FILLETS

BOUNTY KIST LARGE

SWEET PEAS,

pound

The choice of the fish, headless and tailless.

ONION (Yellow, 4 lb. gal. 25c)

SETS

White/-4- lb. gal.

CRACKIN. GOOD SODA

CRACKERS,

2 lb. pkg.

YOUR
TANGERINES . .4.1kbib, juicy, easy to peel tangerinei. Full of vitamins
Cilliki4+4414-_tek Amt. Nat iusisensivst.stither_111E=.3-'
lossuld-14:10:.
YELLOW SQUASH,small and tender. The size that is so good to bake
pound 15¢
whole or to cut up and boil. Now only,
Cucumbers, radishes, spring onions, fresh pineapple.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
CASH 4Sk CARRY STORES

Red Cross

wws we IMIIITOINI TOW CLOTHO/
Yes, we know it Is an old story...
* Soo. Clog*...
but true. There is more cleaning
4t4—It&wow of rr WIG awe dirt ...
'1,Itmeoltu peeper alas eelshape.
time goes on. It will be worse when
ado pew Wye...
the Faster Rush starts.
If roe koroet died oar Statt000 owl"
do re sow! Soo fee prorrolt tha SISASSISS
You eon help youreelf ... and
prolongs the life of yoor Writs by more
thorough cdeordog. Team* rod @Anew aro
help us . if you still please make
preserved like sew by Etadroso. Color brila clothes inventory and inapection
liance ia room& woo is your old, worn wipeout. Prom stoyola loupe boom.amoral
right now and let us have every
reedieney of the cloth Is rotolard.
, dams..
These ars torts ...sot ton.
garment that needs cleaning today.
you actual. can see rod fed the diErrosoo
Try it today(
Thank you very much.

Phone
197

Phone
197

SULA AND ELIZA NALL GOLDNAMER'S
CORN ICK OIL CO.
ARNOLD'S
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
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He Likes Airplanes

-H Clubs Will
elp Raise Food
or War Victims

ns-

State Leader Cites Production Achievements
Of Kentucky Girls And
Boys
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lakes On Nearby
Refuge Will Open
For Fishing Apr. 1

It each American family could
aye just one slice of bread a
eek, one hundred million
eaves could be saved in one
ear.

All lakes on the Kentucky
Woodlands National Wildlife
Refuge, U. S. Department of Interior, will be opened to public
fishing April 1, Gerald F. Baker,
refuge manager, announces, and
fishing will be in accordance
with Kentucky laws.
Hematite Lake, 120 acres; Honker Lake, 160 acres; Empire
Bobby S., son of Mr. and Lake, 25 acres, and Esselstyn
Mrs. Buddy Walker, Hender- Lake, 15 acres, will be opened.
Fishing was good in 1945, alson. The little boy's father
was formerly on The Leader though lakes did not open unstaff, now is a Linotyper for til May 1. Approximately 12,the Henderson Gleaner. Bobby 000 pounds of fish were caught,
Mr. Baker says.
was watching a B-29 land when
This winter Honker and Emthis photo was taken.
pire Lakes were overflowed from
Cmuberland River. Many fishermen believe that January overflows increase fishing.
Fishermen living at Hopkinsvile, Cadiz, Benton, Murray, Paducah and Mayfield will find it
House Resolution Says convenient to use U. S. Highway
and the
Dissident Factions Should 68 to Canton Bridge
Cumberland River. Many fisherGo Elsewhere
10 miles to lakes, while those
(By Associated Press)
living at Dawson Springs, PrinceFrankfort—A vote of "com- ton, Eddyville and Kuttawa an
plete confidence was given to reach lakes by crossing CumberDr. H. L. Donovan, president of land River at Eddyville or Kutthe University of Kentucky, and tawa. The lakes are approximateits board of trustees by the ly 12 miles south of Eddyville,
House of Representatives.
via the Cumberland River Road.
The House adopted on voice
These lakes were impounded
vote a resolution expressing con- and stocked with fish in 1941.
fidence in the university admin- Major purpose of the lakes is to
istration following receipt of a provide attractive surroundings
report from a special committee for waterfowl, thereby increaswhich investigated charges ing waterfowl use of the Cumleveled against the institution. berland
Valley. During the
The committee, of which Rep. period September 1, 1945, to
Roy Arnold (D-Danville) was March 15, 1946, more than 50,000
chairman, said it had the "great- ducks and geese used the lakes.
est confidence" in Dr. Donovan.
Special federal permits or,liThe inquiry came after four censes are not required. Due to
university students, circulated a relatively small size of the lakes
World War veterans who are and anticipated heavy fishing
letter among legislators making use, gasoline motors are not percharges against the U. K. setup. mitted.
The resolution, introduced by
Rep. E. F. Prichard, Sr., (D- higher education elsewhere."
Citing "dissident factions have
Paris), suggested that students
and faculty dissatisfied with the freely aired their views" the resopresent administration "promptly lution declared they had "failed
disassociate thernsclves" from the to give any reasonable substanschool and "seek benefits of tiation for such attitudes."

U.K. Head Given
Confidence Vote

peer the ow
of helpful°.

(AP

"Aunt" Lizzie Devers who at 115 says she has survived nine
husbands, realized one of her cherished ambitions in Sapulpa,
Okla., when she took a birthday airplane ride, her first, over a
portion of the Cherokee "trail of tears", the tortuous route by
which she came to Oklahoma as a girl. Here she chats with
Clyde Kirby, former air transport pilot, who said she showed
no trepidation either before or during the flight and at one time
complained, "We ain't up high enough." (AP Wirephoto)

Joe T. Lovett, Murray, will will continue his study of mediresign May 1 as executive direc- cine at the same school his fathMid-South Chain er and brothel: take up law, if
tor of the
Stores Council to enter law it is at all possible, Mr. Lovett
school—and with him at law said.
The older son is on his way
school will be his 22-year-old
son, Wells, now a lieutenant, home now. He is expecting his
discharge in June. Lt. Lovett
junior grade, in the Navy.
Murrayan, gained his bachelor's degree at
The 46-year-old
who served 3 years in World Ohio State prior to his assignWar H as a lieutenant colonel ment to duty with the Navy in
on the staff of Gen. Joseph Stil- 1943.
Mr. Lovett served in both
well in China, and his son will
study law at the University of world wars. He was a sergeant
Michigan. The father will com- in World War I, serving in
plete his law course in 3 years. France. A native of Benton, Mr.
Prior to entrance into law Lovett went to Murray in 1928
school, Mr. Lovett will attend: and merged two weekly newsis now the
Ohio State graduate school. He papers into what
will study business administra- Murray Ledger and Times. He
in 1937 and
tion and related subjects there left the newspaper
during the spring and summer. in 1938 he organized the KenMr. Lovett's other son, John, tucky Chain •Stores Council, a
19, a former V-12 Navy trainee, group financed by the Kroger
is enrolled in a pre-medical Stores Company. In 1940, the
Mid-South Chain Stores Councourse at Ohio State now. He
cil was organized and Mr. Lovett
became executive director. Under his direction the council
grew from an organization of 29
chain store companies in Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi and
Tennessee.
He entered the Army in 1941
and returned to civilian life
early in 1945.
His successor in the council
has not been selected.
Mr. Lovett and his son will
specialize in tax law. The father
said he will return to the south
to practice—probably in Louisville or Nashville.
Mr. Lovett formerly was cornpander of the American Legion
and president of the Kentucky
Press Association.
He has been active in all sorts
of civic ventures for many years
and is widely-known in Kentucky and the entire south.
(Paducah Sun-Democrat)

•

after serving in the U. S. Army

•
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All Acreages Of Dark
Fired And Air Cured
Leaf Will Be
Measured

A recent amendment of
Agricultural Adjustment Act
1938 provides for increased
atties on Fire-Cured and
Air-Cured tobacco marketed
excess of 1946 farm quotas, 4
cording to Curtis E. Geo
chairman of the Caldwell Come
AAA Committee.
The new penalty rate is set
40 percent of the average mar
price for the previous ye
crop.
— Under arrest as "Axis SalOn the basis of a current se
ly", this woman was identi- son's average of 32 cents a pa
fied by American Military for Fire-Cured and 25 cents
. Government officials as Mil- pound for Dark Air-Cured,
dred Gillars, a native of Port- George explained, penalty ra
land, Me. She is shown here for excess tobacco of the 1
as she was interviewed in crop will be 13 cents a po
Berlin after her arrest. De- and 10 cents a pound, respecti
partment of Justice represen- ly. In the past, the penalty
tatives have told her she is excess Fire-Cured and Dark
to be brought to the United Cured tobacco has been 5 cen
States and charged with trea- a pound.
"This increase in the pe
son. (AP Wirephoto, via radio
rate was deemed advisable
from Frankfurt, Germany)
order to strengthen the mar
ing quota program on th
But Manufacturers Are
Farmers To Sow
of tobacco," Mr. Geo
types
Required To Make
said. "Marketing quotas were p
Pasture Slopes
More Cheap Goods
In an effort to learn how a vided on these two kinds of to
Washington —(W)— OPA has good grass cover may be estab- co by Congress, and were vo
turther relaxed its price regula- lished on land that is not to be Into effect by growers voting
tions in a move to ease the short- plowed for 50 years or more, favor of quotas indicates t
age of men's shirts.
farmers in 20 counties in eastern want the marketing quota p
The agency also liberalized Kentucky will plant demonstra- gram made as effective as
price provisions covering such tion plots this spring on poor, sible."
Acreage allotments for 1
apparel as shorts, pajamas, ties, steep pasture slopes. Following
gloves, girdles, corsets, and wo- the recommendations of the Ken- are based on those in effect
men's and girls' playsuits and tucky College of Agriculture and 1943, last year in which the p
sunsuits.
Home Economics, they will plant gram applied to Dard Air-C
The changes were made in the half the lenght of contour fur- and Fire-Cured tobacco, wi
"maximum average price regula- rows with Bermuda roots and specific acreages provided I
tion," which required manufac- seed, the other half with tall adjusting established allotmen
turers to produce the same ra- fescus for comparison. In the and granting allotments to "n
tio of low-priced merchandise to fall, annual .legumes will be farms on which no tobacco
been grown in the last 5 ye
high-priced apparel that they broadcast across the strips.
In addition, Mr. George
did during 1943.
The revised order makes no
Do you want to throw toge- it recently was announced
change in existing price ceilings ther a quick comsonune that all 1948 acreage allotments I
for individual garments, but al- tastes as if you'd labored hours Fire-Cured tobacco will be
lows manufacturers to produce over it? Mix together two thirds creased by 10 percent.
To further strengthen the p
a larger proportion of somewhat of a can of beef consomme with
more expensive lines.
a half can of tomato juice. Sea- gram, he said funds had
In the case of shirts particular- son well with celery seed and made available by Congress
ly, this is being done because dill seed or you can flavor it plans now are being formula
manufacturers are having dif- with a bay leaf, one or two to measure all acreages of Fl
ficulty obtaining low priced cot- cloves and a good tablespoon Cured and Dark Air-Cured tn.+,
bacco on all farms in 1946.
ton fabrics, OPA said.
of paprika.

Special Close Out
Men's and Ladies' Cloth Slippers

the return to our shop of

Hobby is a Specialized Tractor Mechanic and during the time he
spent in service, he specialized in mechanics.

WE OFFER YOU:
Tractor Service in the Field - Day or Night
Also Complete Wrecker Service - Day or Night

In the past school year, American Junior Red Cross members
filled 330,000 gift boxes for
children overseas.

FOR
SEE US FIRST
_•

—
Chambers-Moore Motors
COMPLETEIREPAIRS-

Phone 100

Men's Brown Canvas Lace
OXFORDS with heavy serviceable $195
composition soles. Sizes 6 to 11
MEN'S CLOTH ROMEOS, brown
duck uppers, elastic side.
Composition sole. Worth $2.95

50c
004CIP*15
°1
stit'l°
At.WAt W4V°
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260

195

95

1
Ladies' Hollywood Wedges, brown
and whites, solid black also red.
Heeless, lace. S2.95 value. Size 4 to 8 A'

Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Termlnix Corporation

INSPECTIONS FREE

•

New Penalty Rate
Strengthens Quota
Plan On Tobacco

OPA Again Lifts
Apparel Ceilings

Col. Joe Lovett To Enter
Law School With Son

KEG HOBBY

Newsfeatures)

The apartment shortage
here is getting verse and
verse.
In the "Apartments Wanted" classified ads of the
Times, an ex-soldier pleaded
poetically:
"Home from Japan after
four years of war,
Must I live in a tent for
four years more?"
A couple separated from
two children by the housing
situation versified:
"Do you have a beart?
Don't keep us apart."
And some women advertisers went to epic length:
"Two coed grads in dispair
Wants apartment to rent or
share
With young women, Manhattan anywhere,
Two-to-four rooms, w e
don't care.
To $100; closets to spare.
Write G300 Times where."

Announcing

sail

lling yesn
across the.
d to our flib'
aing boo

'Axis Sally'

Too Bad, So Sad—
That's Housing Ad

•
•
•
•
•
•
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First Air Hop At 115

Woodlands Wildlife
Waters Will Provide
Good Sport, Says
Gerald F. Baker

Members of 4-H clubs in Kencky again may be counted on
help produce food for a huny world, said J. W. Whiteuse, State leader of 4-H Club
ork, as he related some of the
hievements of 78,135 rural
•ys and girls in 3,095 clubs
st year.
More than 10,390 members
elped out in the meat shortage
hen they producted 20,577 head
f sheep, beef and hogs. At the
entucky Fat Cattle Show and
le in Louisville, 1,885 baby
eves were sold for an average
I $18.13 a hundred, or a total
f $293,744. Five district shows
d sales also were held.
In the poultry project, 10,156
embers produced 386,996 chickns, and 4,558 club members
ere enrolled in hybrid corn
roduction.
Meals with greater food value
d variety were assured when
.568 4-H Club girls canned 946,9 quarts of fruits and vegetates. Six thousand, five hundred
'rls prepared and served 14,54 meals.
Negro
More than 5,000
ys and girls were enrolled in
arious food production projects.
Members of 105 counties par'cleated in 12 district achieveent meetings: 16 county dairy
ttle shows were held.
The work of Utopia clubs, oler 4-H club youth, was devoted
rgely, in 25 counties, to planing peacetime programs.
Recreational and educational
rograms were carried in 15 ellslet camps attended by 2,740
lub members from 113 counties.
camp of Negro boys and girls
as held, also.
Mr. Whitehouse paid tribute
• 5,586 men and women and
Pr junior captains, who sered as volunteer leaders in 4-H
lub work.

•
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WONDERFUL RELIEF
From B!adder Irritation!

Rack all odds and ends. Ladies' cloth slippers —
Values to $2.95. Flat heel, military heel, lace also
pumps. — Size 4 to 8. Several.styles but only one
ctr two sizes in each style.
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relieve

kidneys to increase urine and
painful bladder irritations ceased
by excess acidity
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(By Charles Molony
private investments abroad durtion wasted on celebrities by the
An ordinance amending the
Washington—Uncle Sam may ing the postwar period will get Special License Ordinance, Sec- °vers.
,! New York—The mind of the autograph hounds and neckring a $14,425,000,000 stack of up to $8,000,000,000 to $10,000,- tion 1, Sub-Section 21, relating
iirrierican fight fan is an amaz- craners who appear at every
hips to the postwar interne- 000,000.
• ng and quite unexpected inech- first night, at the various radio
to and imposing a license or tax,
ional finance and trade game
MiSM. . Right in the middle stations and hotels where they
Not all the money that goes or fee, upon certain franchises,
ble if President Truman's pro- overseas from this country is trades, businesses, occupations
If a brisk and two-fisted slug- stop, sometimes is a little less
osals all go through.
. Ting match at Madison Square than complimentary. . . . Pracinvestment or loan capital.
and professions carried on, or
aFden the other night, Sonja tically any celebrity of even
The way the chips would be
During 1945 Americans—and held, or exercised within the
tienie was greeted with every moderate note can cause a crowd
hecked out, on the basis of the foreigners residing in the U. S. limits
of the City of Princeton,
possible version of whistling, to gather on any street corner
dministration's newly-announc- —sent more than $300,000,000 in
Kentucky, requiring all persons
hooting and yoo-hoo which simply by getting out of a taxi.
d "international economic pro- cash to friends and relatives pursuing
or engaging in same to
:ould be imagined. . . The fight- . . The crowds thus assembled
ram," shapes up like this:
abroad.
first obtain a license therefor,
Here's important news for young
ers clinched a few times in eye- can be a bit cruel at times, too.
Loans by Export-Import Bank, The Commerce Department
and imposing penalties for enmen 18 and over (17 with par.
brow-arched bewilderment as
4,750,000,000; British Loan-Cred- says $144,000,000 was sent in
The other night at the first
gaging in any such business, ocents' consent). Under
Sonja walked to her ringside night of a Broadway play, the
t by U. S. Treasury, $3,750,000,- pre-War 1939.
the GI
cupations or professions without
seat, smilingly adorowledging bobby sockers were industrially
Bill of Rights,if you enlist in
00 (not counting $850,000,000
Private institutions such as the first obtaining a license so to do,
the
• the goodnatured yells of the gal- chasing after Kanny Kaye for
U. S. Army before
ore in settlement of lend- Red Cross and various private
October 6,
and to regulate certain business,
ley gang. .. . And when var- his autograph when one of them
1946. for 3 Yea",oPoo Your
ease); subscription to Interne- war relief organizations sent
trades, occupations and profesious fistic celebrities were in- noticed a lady, entering the thecharge you will be entitled disional Bank, $3,175,000,000; and $200,000,000 abroad in 1945, but
sions, and said sections above
troduced just before the main ater, who once was an even
months of college, trade or to 48
ubscription
t o International some went for administrative ex- referred
to shall read as folgo, the gallery leather-lungs greater theatrical personage than
ness school education. busiMonetary Fund, $2,750,000,000. penses and not all the rest in
lows:
screamed for Sonja to get up Danny
Kaye. . . This former
up to $500 per ordinaryTuition
Actually, Uncle Sam already cash form.
school
FORTUNE TELLERS
and take 'a bow until finally star looked up when she heard
year will be paid. And you
as committed $9,425,000,000 of
OPPOSES ATOMIC BOMB
Money spent by tourists abroad
will
Harry Balogh, the announcer, one of the 'teen agers cry out:
Sub-Sec. 21. Fortune tellers,
receive
$65
his. President Truman's new is another thing. The Commerce
monthly living al.
had to call a halt in his pro- "There's so-and-so." .. But she TEST—U. S. Senator James W.
clairvoyant or palmist, Fifty
lowance—$90 if you are mar.
roposals would add $5,000,000,- Department says that even in
gram and introduce the glamor- immediately was turned almost Huffman (D-Ohio) said he
($50.00) Dollars per week, and
red. Get the facts at
0-41,250,000,000 more to the 1945 tourists spent $400,000,000.
your
ous Scandinavian skater. . . . to tears by the report of one in- would propose in the Senate
$1,000.00 per year.
nearest U. S. Army Recruitin
xport-Import Bank's present It says it expects this figure to
g
The howl which greeted the solent little brat who cried out: that the atomic bomb test,
This ordinance to become efStation.
3,500,000
,000, and the $3,750,- reach $1,500,000,000 a year withsimple introduction of this little "Aw, never mind her, she's an scheduled July 1 in the pacifective upon publication; all or0,000 for Britain.
•
gal was approximately thun- old bag." . . This drew a loud fic, be cancelled. He said the
in 10 years.
dinances or parts of ordinances
The proposed
cost would be "sheer folly"
$14,425,000,000
derous.
and approving laugh from the
in conflict herewith are hereby
ay seem dwarfed by the $46,The various forms of adula- crowd of nitwits but it ruined and that the demonstration
repealed.
was not necessary. ((JP) Wire,000,000 Uncle Sam actually Eire's Army Shrinks
Duly adopted this the 25th
photo)
ut out in lend-lease during the As RAF Lures Men
day of March, 1948.
ar. (He got back $6,000,000,000
Dublin —AP— Erie's army is
an evening for this fine actress, in
DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor
smaller today than at any time
reverse lend-lease).
who left after the first act,
Attest:
It's even a little less than the in the quarter of a century of
pleading to her friends that she
GARLAND QUISENBERRY,
$14,791,340,000 graiid total of its. existence. Two years ago it
had a headache. . . But I susCity Clerk
debts due this country from for- was at the peak of its strength,
pect strongly that it was the
eign nations at the start of this a striking force of almost 100,impudent urchin who had caused
Armenia became the first naiscal year as a result of World 000 highly trained men backed
her distress.
War
I. (Unpaid principal, how- by some 150,000 members of the tion in history to adopt ChristiCuff Stuff: Whispering Jack
Local Defense Force.
anity as a state religion in 303
Smith, a radio and recording ver, is listed by the Treasury
Demobilization, which began A.D.
bigtimer of other years, is mak- s $11,230,804,000).
But it still would be the big- a few months ago, has been uning a most satisfactory comeexpectedly heavy. Reenlistments
back at La Ruben Bleu, an East est stack at the present posthave been few. Gratuities for
war
internati
onal
table,
Side night club. . . Jack Smart,
though
discharged men amount to as
overnme
nt
financial
experts say
former Fred Allen stooge, has
II.' Mammaoft of raison oast,
much as g 100 which is big
landed a radio program of his ncle Sam's chips won't all get
SOSSINA. Meld' Nese, Seabees. Neer
money
to
an
Irish
soldier.
Ise Ws. ChAggee ee Neeeek• Wee.
own. . . With his name changed ut into play any one time.
Neely an hely Nob. need Sweat,
Too large a proportion of the
Yee• • miens& emoNdag Wise. 0e5
For instance they point out
to "J. Scott Smart," Jack will
mayirbeee 1144 ee be anal. Nate
li
discharg
ed
men
are
crossing
the
star in a radio mystery series that while the Export-Import
border
to
Northern Ireland to AMIIIM
called "The Fat Man." The dis- ank has been given $3,500,000,M11611111111.11
join the British Army which,
cription fits Jack quite nicely, 00 to lend it had allowed only
particularly in the RAF, offers
since he weighs around 300 1,600,000,000 in credits at the
many inducements to adventurtart of this year. Only $252,pounds.
ous young men.
,000 of this had actually been
The peace-time strength of the
Receipes for making ice cream •rawn upon by the borrowing
Erie Regular Army will be 12,Associatt
go back as far as 1882.
oreign nations.
If you were to ask any lovely lady: "Where did
500 men.
Store
Too, the various funds would
you get that exquisite hat" . . . ten chances to one
checked out over a period of
SALEM
ears rather than all at once. Bed Of Justice
she'd reply: "Wicarson."
e administration's Momentary Not All Roses
F. JONES
• dvisory Council says repayDes Moines —AP— An old
AGENT
Our hat collection elicits extravagant praise from
ents of principal and interest fashioned =right box-type fold107 So. Seminary
would come back in time at the ing bed in his statehouse offic
those who know .. . our original models can best
ate of $1,000,000,000 a year.
solves the housing problem for
PHONE 401
PRINCETON
be described as "breath-taking."
The $14,425,000,000 would be Iowa Chief Justice William L
trictly a government commit- Bliss of Mason City when he'
ent of public funds. But the here on supreme court busi
Visit Wicarson hat bar in .the Rose Room, before
International Bank, the council ness.
U you suffer hom rheumatic,
arthri.
deciding
about your Easter bonnet.
or murals palm
try dus ample
Disci ppec r.t:d Overnigh • ys, will get the bulk of its It has served state supreme II.
inespemise
bome recipe that tbomands
court
are
judges
ending
using.
for
40
Get • package of
years an
funds from private inIttsekheads too. No wattles
Compound, a 2 monis' supply today.ltwEs
Mix
Yee. It is nye. these le • We, vestors,
"particularly in the the red wool blankets bear laun- it with a quart
of water. add the
barmlews medicated liquid called
nuce
dry
of 4 lemons. It, may, pleasant
marks of many forme
eutattex
exclusively yours
that dries 111, piniolee
nited
States."
0.4:avernisht a It acts to loosen and remove
and no trouble at ,ll. You need only
3
may Necktie/id. Thom who followed winThe war has put a veil of un- justices. Justice Bliss makes u
nJule two times a day.
Ple dinmaions and applied Kisammt,uttin
within
48
renting
bouts — sometimes
ertainty over the extent of cur- the bed himself and recently night
meg
,
— splendid
ni...1.
dis:ph.twayer
.,
results are obtained.
ent American pzivate invest- bought new springs. He say I/ the palm do not quickly
lease
ao
and d you do not feel better,
ONLY
it's very comfortable.
ent in foreign ?Lids.
will cost you nothing to try as Ru-Es
it ill
sold by your druggist tinder an
In 1940, however, the Corn*Iwo.
WSW
bate
incoerback
guarantee.
4"Se
Woo.ISM
(Incorporated)
Statistics show that in th Compound
Rut.,
erce Department says Ameriia lot sale and recommended by
DAVISON'S DSOS aro=
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
ans had $7,000,000,000 invested home nearly 50 percent of al
directly in overseas countries, accidental deaths result fro
and got back an income of $450,- falls.
000,000. Most of the investment
Mint was known and us
was in foreign subsidiaries and
by Hippocrates, the father of
branches of American firms.
medicine, in the fifth century,
Department officials predict B.
C.
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Course for you
A full College
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at CEDAR BLUFF
• •

Electric and Acetylene Welding
Texaco Gas and Oils Groceries

Western
Auto

CARL THOMAS
in Charge of Tractor and
Automobile Repairing

••
All Work Guaranteed

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quiddy

PIMPLE

wicarson

49c

Two-Cell Flashlight
Complete 95¢
8-inch Elec. Fan $2.90
AB Pac-1000 hr.HEAVY DUTY $5.35
Only Thus Sbas Noe la Stalk

When available

$13.95
Other sizes Savings
sfiersosit
—Lerzs .0410

f9t10 110
)

Leisure Jackets

Quality and Power
Identical to batteries
milling $9.95 to 012.45.

by McGregor

Wizards we
GUARANTEED Is MONTHS

Our colorful 4iashable wallpaper will brighten up your house this spring. We have a wide

Corn e In! Get your
Wizard,

Forget battery worries'

Sa$ 9t*00*9
$6.75 Exch.

PIN aa!f

sun,.

her Chace!
*Johnson's Cantu
*Speedy. Wax
* Duca No.7 Polish

Only 59¢

SIAVIS
.
01 Inld 8,101ad

selection of patterns—from 9¢ per single roll
to 75¢ per single roll.

$15.50
Sport Shirts
Long and Short Sleeve

McGough Paint
and
Wallpaper Store

from $2.50
SLACKS
in
sizes for everyone

New spring Os and the finest
you've ever seen.
Danger lurks in leaky
muMars. Get a guaran.
teed Wizard, equipme
nt
qua*, and BM

110 up Single Roll

OVE
'You Can F

FELT

•

RALPH CUMMINS

600x16

tif

Ford '39-'40 $2.05

Cayce comPlaY

Frill
'

904 S. Main
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Mrs. J. L. Baker. He is employBy Dorothy Brasher
dinner was given Sunday at ed at Wats Bar Dam in Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Applegate
Baptist Church in Fredonia
and son, Ridgie, of Detroit, and
the returning service men. Mr. Pete Fuller, who has been
e honored were Seldon Mc. visiting there, are visiting Mrs.
y, Keith and Dave Perkins, T. M. Fuller.
ew Freeman, Charles BrockMrs. W. S. Goheen is visiting
r, James Babb, Luke Quer- her mother, Mrs. J. P. Locker,
ous, and Frank Beavers.
in Benton, who is ill,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
re. Arlie Vinson i$ in Mem, Tenn. taking treatments at visited their son, Cadet Billy
Baptist Hospital.
Sam, who is attending Columbia
r. Ellis Riley has returned Military Academy in Columbia,
his home in Lincoln Park, Tenn., last week.
Mrs. George Johnson, of Paduh., after visiting his mother
the home of Mr. and Mrs. cah, was the overnight guest of
pton Carner.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cort
r. and Mrs. Barney Riley, Henson Friday.
vansville, spent the weekend
The Woman's Missionary Sohis sister, Mrs. Hampton ciety of the First Presbyterian
Church met at the home of Mrs.
er and Mr. Carrier.
r. and Mrs. CharleS Allen Cecil Brasher Monday. Thirteen
lroy and son spent the week- members and one visitor were
here with her mother, Mrs. present.
Parr.
r. and Mrs. Ben D. Landes
Hippocrates, father of medichildren, Jackie and Jimmy
cine, was born on the Island of
are
I.,
It.
visiting
Port,
New
Cos about 460 B. C.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
The hemp leaf is used as an
des.
intozicant in India, and is known
r. and Mrs. Arnold Jaco and
dren, Ramona and Weldon, as bhang.
The cost of the washington
Benton, were weekend guests
Monument was $1,300,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco.
Handball was introduced into
r. Jesse L. Yancy spent the
•kend with his wife at the the United States from Ireland
e of her parents, Mr. and about 1840.

Concrete
Blocks
Phone
581

WALLPAPER
•
OVER 600 PATTERNS IN STOCK
"You Can Find What You Want At Cornette's"

FELT

GLUE PASTE
WALt RITE
•

Let us show you our large stock of beautiful
designs. Estimates cheerfully given.

f ORNETTE'
'L/

STATIONERS
HOPKINSVILLE, KRNTUCKY

NOTICE
The following described tax bills representing
the 1945 taxes on real estate and tangible State and
County School Taxes, and the amount shown together
with all costs thereon, will be offered for sale at public auction at the Courthouse door in Princeton, Ky.,
on Monday, April 15, 1946, between the hours of
10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

PRINCETON CITY
Coleman Lucie, 37 A., $6.20
Beckner Norman (Est), 1 Lot, Crider W. Homer (N. R.), Min$20.17
eral Right, $81.25
Bevil Glenn, 1 Lot, $11.97
•Crisp Martha, 200 A., $3.89
Brinkley C. E., I Lot, $16.78
Dearing Cline C. (N. R.), 184 A.,
Iark R. B., 5 Lots, $22.19
$25.07
Crisp Mrs. Chesley, I Lot, $5.82
billinghaxn Ben L., 7 A., $2,93
Crowder Miss Minnie, 2 Lot-4A.,
Dunbar Will H., Tang., 42.21
$35.42
Francis Herbert, 4 A., $8.67
Davis Mrs. Fannie, 1 Lot, $27.41
Franklin J. 0., 1 Lot, $24.00
Dixon Wilford, 2 A., $13.41
fox Rev. John N., Tang., $14.80
Dunbar Barite, 1 Lot, $5.33.
Gibson W. W., 1 Lot, $7.01
Duvall Charles, 1 Lot, $20.40
Haile R. G., 45 A., $11.49
Gates Harold, Int., $6.88
Harmon Jessie Mrs., 23 A., $9.87
Gray Mrs. Chas. M., 2 Lots, $11.83
Harris Mary J., Int., $1.88
Gray N. L., 1 Lot, $11.17
Hogan Walter, 61
/
2 A., $2.44
Guess James N., Tang., $5.92
Rogan Everett, 3 A., $12.45
Haines John F., I Lot, $3.40
Holt Mrs. Jacob G., 1 Lot, $5.81
Howard Fred B., 1 Lot, $45.19
Jones Herbert 1 Lot 1% A., *7.87
Howton John, 1 Lot, $11.97
Ladd Hewlett, 58 A., $18.98
Hudson Josephine, 1 Lot, $7.38
Lamb Stevie, 126 A., $28.32
Hurt L. It., 1 Lot, $7.01
Lane Lonnie (N. R.), 35 A., $7.93
Jennings Dave, 1 Lot & Tang.,
Lax Mrs. Martha, Tang., $9.35
$11.12
Leech Buford (N. R.), 100 A.,
Johnson Mrs. Kennie, 1 Lot,
$12.58
$29.89
Martin Willie B. (N. R.), 30 A.,
Johnson Zelma, 1 Lot, $1.60
$6.78
Jones A. W., 1 Lot, $25.07
Mason Mable M., Tang., $4.64
Lane Louise, 1 Lot, $5.81
Marlow Owen, 1 Lot, $7.15
Marquess Mrs. Emma, 77A., $5.81
McNeely S. J. (Est), 1% A., $3.41
McCaslin J. W., 1 Lot, $4.60
Merrell J. D., Tang., $5.26
McConnell T. B., 3 Lots, $135.90
Murphy Garland F., Tang., $8.08
McQuirk R. M., 1 Lot, $1.59
Nichols Charles, 86 A., $12.45
Milstead J. M., 1 Lot, $13.04
Payne Mrs. Mary E., 153 A., $8.70
Mitchell Mrs. Cecil, 125A., $12.58
Pidcock C. M., 3 A. 48 A. /
1
2 A.,
Morgan J. W., 2 Lots, $28.82
$26.92
Morris Robert, Tang., $14.28
Powell M. G. (N. R.), 81
/
2 A.,
O'Hara James (Est), 2 Lots,
$18.33
846.74
Rawlins J. W., 1 Lot, $11.16
Ort Mrs. J. B., 2 Lots, $29.89
Robertson Phil, Tang., $7.77
Parent Sam, 1 Lot, $1.59,
Sons Mrs. Clem, 1 Lot, $1.32
Parent Charline, 1 Lot, $29.89
Spurlock Jim, Tang., $7.92
Patten Mrs. Dan, 1 Lot, $1.61
Stallins Mrs. Mack M., 88 A.,
Ray Mrs. Cordie, 2 Lots, $14.25
$10.63
Russell W. D., Tang., $8.19
Stanley Joe, Tang., $5.79
Salyers Glenn Wood & Wife, 1
Thorp A. T., 18 A., $8.80
Lot, $7.02
Thomas Carl, 1 Lot, $5.94
Smith Sarah Lou, 1 Lot, $1.60
Thomas Elvis, 2 A., $7.92
Stout John Sr., Tang., $5.64
Wood C. B. & E. B., 220 A. &
Thompson J. H., 1 Lot, $16.65
220 A., $72.70
Tichnor Mrs. Effie M., 1 Lot,
Wyatt Orvis, Tang., $5.81
$39.52
Young Jonn R., 2 Lots, $2.80
Tudor Mrs. D. 1., 1 Lot, $2.21
Vansant Melvin, 1 Lot, $8.35
DONALDSONS
Wade Roy & Shellie, 1 Lot, Beadles Evadine, 9 A., $4.85
$15.44
Burchfield Sheck (Est), 69 A.,
Williams R. C., 1 Lot, $13.18
$6.78
Williams James, 1 Lot, $5.59
Drennan Mrs. Grace, 124 A., $8.67
Wylie Joe (Est), 5 Lots, $59.60 Norvel Dewey (N. R.), % A.,
PRINCETON COUNTRY
$5.25
Aydelott Mrs. Galena, 50 A., Simpson Aubrey (N. R.), 22 A.,
47.74
$1.96
Beshears Morris, 50 A., $8.42
Snow W. B. (N. R.), 120 A.,
tietsy Mining Co., Mineral Right,
$16.40
'4.21
Utterback Charlie, Tang., $6.35
Boyd Oscar & Russell, 1 Lot, Walker Mrs. Ambie, 3 A., $2.93
*17.85
Davis Delia Mrs. (Est), 59 A.,
Boyd Charlie, 38 A., $7.63
$2.92
Calvert D. M. (Est), 75 A., $5.81 Fritts Howard, Tang., $5.81
Camp C. L., Tang., 49.08
Franklin E. P., Tang., $4.90
Carner Friend, 13 A., $2.26
Hopkins J. C., 100 A., $14.37
Cartwright, R. B. (N. R.), 1 Lot, Walker W. F., Tang., $6.26
$7.42
Cartwright Preston, 6 A., $1.96 BUCKSNORT
Alexander J. B. (N. R.), 50 A.,
Cartwright Ella, 1 Lot, $7.42
$4.85
Coleman Leo, 29 A., $22.83
Baker Fred & Roy, 88 A., $8.70
Brandon, A. A., 3 A., $8.60
Cartwright Oleah, 64 A., $20.26
Claxton Niles, 7 A., $10.52
Corum Bros., 20 A., $4.85
Crowder Lillian B., 57 A., $6.78
Darnell Ed. (Est), 85 A., $16.41
Dearing Robert M., 40 A., $7.63
Dellingham J. I., 3 A., $7.63
Elder Robert F., 11 A., $16.41
Franklin Charlie (N. R.), 35 A.,
$2.54
Gallaway Thomas J., Tang., $6.19
Gentry John L., 96 A., $9.56
Hight Thomas E., 41 A., $10.52
Howton Silas, 49 A., $12.45
Hunter Mrs. Henry, 75 A., $3.40
Marshall G. H., 4 A., $5.52
Martin R. W. (N. R.), 150 A.,
$8.70
McGregory Orvil (N. 11.), 1
10 A., $4.00
Miller Walter, 7 A., $6.09
Morris Bethel (N. R.), 2 A.,
$10.63
Poe Shellie (N.R.), 113 A., $11.59
Reynolds A. L. (N.R.), 140 A.,
$6.78
Reddin Charles, 40 A., $6.19
Sisk Grade, 5% A., $2.93
Smith J. A., 84 A., $19.19
Strong F. Fuston (Est), 65
$4.85
Thomason Raymond, 52 A., $12.45
Weaver Mrs. Clyde F., 1 A., $4.85
Woodruff Joe, 107 A. 3 A., $14.48
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BLANK BOOK'S
<
POPULAR
SIZES

RULINGS

We caw/ the bily&st
-5-411141 -adze,

24.75 to 29.75
The Chaim suit-with its collar and lapel! anti
unhampered sleeves-will always be in good
taste. lts' skirt Is slit% unfussy I Effective he,
twills and worsteds. Fashion's snit has the car•
dim neckline, winged sleeves, tapered waisti
More often belted than not, to Prove your war°
Is

muil11__Pastig. wadies and _ileart..itoniediu

Morris 0. T., 125 A., $20.34 Strong Oscar, 117 A., $37.48
FREDONIA CITY
Faught Adrain, Tang.,• $8.92
Southern Gold Cheese Co., 1
Lot, $79.00
Wonderduff John, 6 A., 88.87
FREDONIA COUNTRY
Fredonia Limestone Co., Tang.,
$7.78
Griffin Dr. E. M., 1 Lot. $10.
63
Hackney Luther, 47 A., $16.18
Hewlett Mary J., 198 A., $39.52
Princetes *pat Co., 50 A.,'$22.18
Rogers Jr,
Tang., $7.118
Rogers Bros., Tang., $33.30

$0000
Adorable spun rayon Miami

cloth "Infadoroble" for junior
mothers-to-be. It's young 'n goy!
Grey, yellow, blue, sizes
11 to 17.

Sula & Eliza Nall

So much to choose from and everything looks wonderA customer of ours said to us the other day, "Your
store reminds me nf an old-fashioned candy counter.
ful." You'll experience the same thrill when you
come here to select smart, new, flattering accessories
and ensembles for a wonderful spring!'

• Dashing Straw Directoire
bonnet topped with hand-made
roses.

•There's a coat for everyone this glorious spring. If your
heart strings are tugging for a
gracefully fitted coat, its here
-a full length Chesterfield.

•Beautifully buckled Cardigan suit - Deep arm holes
and rounded shoulder.

HARMONY
Blane C. C. (_N.R.), 37 A., $2.93
Darnell Otho T., 60 A. 49 A. 88
A., $30.23
Fowler Ltws, 30 A., $6.78
Ladd MrsNW. F. (Est), 39 A.,
$10.95
Miles Maggie Jewell, 2/
1
2 A.,

mitetma

Then Said The Governor

That black locust is the most
Of North Carolina generally satisfactory forest tree
Mn. Ettie Nelson has been
Raleigh, N. C. -AP- North
for gully erosion control in Ken- visiting Mr. and Mrs. Scott NelCarolina's Number One car was
tucky is a statement made in a son and son, Teddy, for the last
given a parking ticket the other
new leaflet "Guide to Planting week.
day in Charlotte.
Forest Trees" by W. E. Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebb Asher, Mrs.
Patrolman Harold Minges,
He further recommends the Shelby Asher and son, James
driver for Gov. Cherry, parked
kinds of trees for posts and tim- Shelby, visited Mr. and
Mrs. the limousine in front of a hotel
ber, for building up worn soil Robert Asher and children
Sun- while "the boss" went inside.
and for thickening old wood day.
Along came a cop with a parkstands. Copies of Leaflet 101 /Mrs. Dema
Watson, Mrs. Vir- ing ticket that added up to a
may be had from offices of gil Watson,
Mr. and Mrs. Lil- one-dollar fine.
county agents, or from the col- Hard
Watson and son, Lester
Since then Minges has been
lege, Lexington.
Dayne, spent Sunday with Mr. sent dollars and offers of dollars
from several loyal partisansRowland W. Joe (Est), 35 A., and Mrs. Pat Tyrie.
Mrs. Charlie Beavers, Ray, from "a good Hickory Democrat,"
$2.44
Junior and Katherine Beavers from Mayor H. H. Baxter and
Ruffin Oscar, 50 A., $8.30
Sullivan Wylie W., 115 A., $16.30 called on Mr. and Mrs. Herbert from Police Chief Walter AnMorse Friday evening.
derson of Charlotte.
Traylor Jewell, Tang., $14.79
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett Nelson
PRINCETON CITY COLOR9D
and family, Charles Harper, Mr.
Commercial butter was first
Allen Ruben, 1 Lot, $5.81 .
and Mrs. Tommy Hillyard and made in the United States in
Asher Martha, 1 Lot, $4.99
children were guests at the home 1856 in Orange County, N. Y.
Baker Paul, 1 Lot, $11.97
of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Harper
Eighty-five per cent of the
Bailey W. H., 1 Lot, $13.61
Sunday.
world's area lies north of the
Bunitan Cal, 1 Lot, $3.65
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Van equator.
Brown Myrtle E., 2 Lots 10 A.,
Hooser visited Mr. and Mrs. Disraeli, best known as a states$22.31
Marion Van Hooaer and family man, wrote a successful novel
Cook Tom (N.R.), 1 Lot, $2.31 Sunday.
when he was. 21.
Dixon Hattie (Est), 1 La, $11.59
The first union label was used
Dotson Alvie, 1 Lot 75 A., $28.20
Friction matches were invent- by San Francisco cigar makers
Duke Formal, 1 Lot, $11.82
ed in 1827.
about 1874.
Gaither Bertie, 1 Lot, $7.02
Glover Bettie, 1 Lot, $10.63
Glover Eli (Est), 1 Lot, $7.01
Groom Alvie G., 1 Lot, $9.56
Groom Isaac, 1 Lot, $5.81
Haskins Boby & Mattie Lee, 2
Lots, $2.20
Hall U. B. F., 1 Lot, $17.85
Johnson Beulah, 1 Lot, $8.22
Lee Otho & Wife, 1 Lot, $7.02
Machen Sallie & Husband, 1
Lot, $6.29
Mallory S. G., 1 Lot, $9.43
McChesney Tommy, 2 Lots,
$26.41
McNary Mark, 18 A., $7.63
Murray Lucile, 1 Lot, $2.21
Osborn Horatio, 1 Lot, $10.77
Walls Fred, 1 Lot, $10.63
Williams Viola (Est), 3 Lots,
$20.26
PRINCETON COUNTRY COL.
Ledgers- Journals
Bunyan Cal, 3 Lots, $22.67
Cash Books- Columnar Books
Edwards Harvey Heirs, 39 A.,
$8.70
File Folders- Guides A to Z
Eison Robert, 88 A., $14.38
Desks-Chairs - Cushions
Frayser Willie, 24 A., $9.56
Hunter Mattie (Est), 19 A., $3.41
Steel Filing Cabinets
Mitcherson Randolph (Est), 38
"Everything For The Office"
A., 9 A., 33 A., $9.18
Urey Barney, 32 A., $10.52
FREDONIA CITY COLORED
Barker Warner Jr. & Stella, 1
Lot, $4.21
HOPKINSVILLE, KIINTUCKY
Store No. 2
702 Se. Main
Frazier Willis, 22 A., $9.37

•Soft gloves, handstitched.
All sizes.

_•
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in colorful combinations.
•Make your selection here
today for your Spring Costume.

Thursday, March
Page Four

pod 3,000 of an order for 3,000.
Director Wallace plans to place
an additional order of 7,000 if
acceptable, with the latter deal.
er. While contracting for birds,
dealers throughout the United
To Supply Counties
States were contacted and these
With 45,000 Quail
were the only ones who would
accept orders at anything less
This Summer
than exorbitant prices. Quail
Frankfort, March 26 — Last
were available in West Virginia
by game
minute cance,Ilation
at $7 a pair, but such figures are
bird dealers of long standing far in excess of prices that can
quail orders has led to a hurry- be paid in a widespread stockup program by the Division of ing program.
Game and Fish to produce its
With new incubators of the
own Bob White for release in latest type and esign already
the fields of Kentucky this sum- installed at the Game Farm, and
mer.
capable of turning out 25,000 at
Confronted by one cancelled one hatching, Wallace confidentorder for 7,000 birds, and with ly expects to produce 75,000 quail
another order only partially fill- this spring and summer.
ed, Director Earl Wallace said,
The Game Farm has been in
upwards or 45,000 quail will be operation only one year, preliberated over the State this sum- cluding 'any earlier production
mer, birds that will be produced of quail. With equipment now
at the game farm near Frank- available, Wallace pointed out
fort.
that Kentucky no longer will
The afore mentioned order for have to be dependent on im7,000 birds, placed with M. E. ported birds, but will produce
Bogle, of San Antonia, Texas, its own in numbers that could
was cancelled today when he.
not be purchased .on the market.
professed inability to obtain the
Another Texas dealer,
birds.
Mrs. S. M. DeLearn, has ship- Everybody reads The Leader!

Most Plant Beds Are
Ready For Tobacco
Crop; Air Cured To

Show Drop
Tobacco plant beds are about
all prepared, County Agent J. F.
Graham said this week, but
there is some difficulty in obtaMing the necessary canvas for
them here. Princeton stores said
fresh, supplies are due within
the next few days.
• Caldwell county will grow
slightly less Burley, considerable
less Air Cured and much more
Dark Fired tobacco this year,
Mr. Graham said. The Burley
reduction is due to decrease of
10 percent in growers' allotments,
under the federal sales quota LONG WAY DOWN —Three
men escaped serious injury
program.
- The Air Cured quotas are when a car which police said
based upon the 1943 allotments had been stolen hurtled down
and Caldwell did not grow much a 100-foot embankment, near
of this type that year, the county Albany, N. Y. (AP Wirephoto)
agent pointed out, whereas allotments for Dark Fired tobacco
have been increased 20 percent
Tuesday, March 19, the Otter
and the price this type brought
during the selling season just Pond Homemakers' Club met
ended will stimulate production with Mrs. Jim Neal for a lesson
of Dark Fired, Mr. Graham said. on "Sleeve Problems". Mrs.
While most farmers prefer to Claude McConnell and Mrs. Jim
• make their plant beds in early Neal were the instructors. A reMarch, experience has shown port on Ecuador, given by Mrs.
that successful beds may be pre- Guy Shoulders, was included in
pared even as late as mid-April the program.
Mrs. Homer Mitchell was in
and it is considered probable
that the bed-making enterprise charge of the recreation prowill not this year be completed gram, consisting of a game and
songs.
until that time.
Refreshments were served to
While there is a rather general rule of preparing 50 square the following: Mesdames W. P.
yards of plant bed for each acre Crawford, Clay Gresham, Collin
to be set, many growers, par- Ladd, Lee Mashburn, Claude
ticularly for Burley, follow the McConnell, Homer Mitchell, Jim
practice of preparing more bed Neal, Guy Shoulders, Ferd Wadspace an acre with the expect- lington, W. K. Crawford, Eugene
ancy of being able to set the Parker, Lloyd Beck, George
entire crop by drawing plants Martin, Jr., and Miss Janice
only once from over their bed Martin.
sites.
It is generally recognized by Fish Go Rural
growers that plants taken in
Washington — VP) — More
the second or third drawings farmers are bringing fish right
over the beds are likely to be to their farms. Applications for
mere diseased than the plants fish to stock farm ponds increastaken at the first drawing.
ed 75 percent in 1945 over 1944,
the Fish and Wildlife Service
Approximately 15,000 lost their has reported Federal hatcheries
lives in "home-made" falls last provided 5,446,665 fish for the
initial stocking of more than
year.
9,009 farm opnds.
Ancient Phoenicians, a seaRed Cross Gray Ladies are
• going people, spread their alphabet to all the lands bordering on serving 1,202 federal and civilian hospitals.
the Mediterrenean.

Good Spring News

and Mrs. Richard
Mr.
Detroit,
Harper and boys, of
mother,
Mich., are visiting her
Mrs. Jim Riley and family.
Saturday
Alvin Tosh ,spent
and
night with Laymon, Tosh

•

boy
BOY SEALED IN BOX CAR FIVE DAYS — A 13-year-old
identified as Joe Allen Moore of Bristol, Tenn., lies in hospital
railroad
bed at Johnson City, Tenn., after his release from a
water
freight car in which he had been sealed without food or
Spruce
of
Buchanan
Marjorie
Nurse
Cadet
days.
five
for nearly
Pine, N. C., stands beside him. (AP Wirephoto)

family.
Merrick
Mr. and Mrs. David
of
were Sunday dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Career.
Harper,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
dinof Princeton, were Sunday
Mr.
parents,
his
of
guests
ner
and Mrs. Albert Harper.
given
A picnic dinner was
class of
by the Young People's
on
Good Spring Sunday School
March
Sun.,
lawn
church
the
24th. Attending were Mrs. Susie
Nelson, teacher; Wanda, Maxie
and James Nelson, Amelia Tosh,
Sarah and Dolly Kennedy, Joyce,
Carl and Elwood Rogers, Mary
Ann Riley, Ruth Vinson, Glenn
Dalton, Blondell and Leroy Tosh,
Billy and Lacy Wiggington, Nelda Jean Faughn and Alvin Tosh.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Tosh spent
Sunday with his brother, Ezra
Tosh and family.
Mr. and Mrs. David Merrick,
Mr. and Mrs. Lendell Sherril
and children called on Mr. and

Good Yield From
Ky. 16 Tobacco
Jess McMurray of C
county told Farm Agent
B. Watts that last year he
only half enough tobacco p
of a non-root rot resistant
riety, and so got more
from a neighbor. They
grown from root rot res
Ky. 16 seed. When Mai
sold his crop, the first halt
yielded 456 pounds and sold
31 cents per pound, while
Ky. 16 tobacco produced
pounds on a half-acre
brought 45 cents per poun

Mrs. Ernest Dalton a while
urday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Major D
called on Melvin Holt and f
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Laymon
and family visited Mr. and
Louie Stone Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bain Tosh
ed Mr. and Mrs. Major D
a while Saturday night.
We are proud to report
Lula Dalton is recovering n
from an operation.

Homemakers News
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For the happiest Spring in a long time. You need a smart wardrobe, and these beautiful extrci touches will enable you to change
quickly and smartly from color to color.

theme of the

sappretaisbkut::
Gillespie,
stwthaeileB
ddthteL
. i•
Dr. J. G. Cothr

morning besession. '
will
the entire

Handbags and Vestees to change the looks of all your Spring
ensembles. And makes you the smartly dressed woman you
should be.

'IS MORE"
IT

28, 1

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

THAN AN ORDINARY PAINT
STAYS WHITE and PROTECTS LONGER

ist Club
152 Memb
Beautifully styled yestees for suits in organdie, piques and crepes.
Also blousettes. In pastels and white. You'll be
pleasantly surprised at
what just a little can do
, for that last year's suit.
Frills, that add the right
touch to your n e w
spring wardrobe.

t

200 2956z 395
APS OUTSIDE GLOSS WHITE is made to stay white,
Elbow and attractive for many years.
• Holds Its Gloss and does not yellow or 'gray'
from atnecestherk conditions.
•5will give you the whitest white house on your
artist and the most attractive.
•Use BPS Foundation Coat White for the '15ist
Coat'... It has remarkable hiding qualities.

NEW BEAUTY WITH PATTERSON-SARGENT PAINTS

Needed To
Work On Chur
Are Told
I Sneed, chairman o
, committee, told
of the Methodist
d their meeting last
sitht that at least
wield he needed to
improvemen
under way th
Maths under the
• • Bills amount!
ahady have been
Twelve new me
the total to 152.
diner WES prepared
of Mrs. C. H. J
by the Woman'
ri Christian
Service,
Mrs. Homer Mi
A feature of the
the showing of
of aCenes and
Princeton includin
resthml of other
hone show, boxing,
of Dr. H. L K
,dub's next regularly
teetinii id set for
April X, Howard
announced.

Musicians
11,_°t°rY Program
Atut Pickering, J
Mitchell

Something unheard of
these days — a special
in Handbags .. . One
group of genuine Goatskin Bags. Pouches and
top handle styles, in
black, brown and navy.
With shining plastic
catches.

Zats
FOR MANY YEARS
el BPS LON PANT MD ki a rich, full-bodied exterior paint that con be
liberally reekreed wbh *seed oil...reducing the cost.
•BPS SAM PANT NED dries with a good glom . holds its bright,
red color ...The feesh, pratedive coating resists weather and does
we fade orst Ste tar many of the cheaper born points rites do.
•Spreads an eedly and Is.. remarkable hiding evalaiin.

thi. It en bems, alas,
Also for •
outbuildings. bridges.
METAL ROOFS warehousesandallwo
od.

1.98
BEAUTY

'Oa 'lid
r
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waiting

PER GAL'
PATTIRSON4AROIENT PAINTS
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r Store
IlleGough Paid 111 Wallpape
Store"
"The Complete Paint
Court 8q.
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L
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Smartly tailored and lovely

LONg
weeiher- jrsoh or rset# surfaces.
4sesue wane et
'
itefrilf
•the Ittimel palm to we
er
Iron
goImalsod
Oh roofs.

NEW

G
NancY
laWleal Progr
t of
4ta511 Club at
their
meeting
,,__ laid the
.4.14111
a rare treat"

Mono 672

man will be gasping for breath .. . in admiration or astonishment... anyway you'll catch his
eye and hold it in one of our new spring creations.
The poor

Flowered, ribboned or just tailored to suit your fancy
...A gas assortment of the happiest colOrs for Spring.

r
to be

Boosoots

worn by you.

